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Wikipedia has been the poster child for large-scale online open collaboration while few other online open
collaboration initiatives have achieved similar success. How did Wikipedians do it? Besides the technical
infrastructure, what social dynamics and processes are critical to its success? This essay reviews 217
articles that examined aspects of the behaviors of Wikipedia editors and the processes through which
they coordinate and collaborate. Using the Input-Mediator-Output-Input model (IMOI) as the organizing
framework, we summarized the key insights in an integrative review. The input factors include editors,
their motivations, and the tools they use to support their work. The mediating factors include coordination,
governance, leadership, conflict, newcomer socialization, and roles. The outcome focuses on measuring and
predicting contribution quantity and quality. We hope our work serves as a road map for researchers who
are interested in Wikipedia to learn about prior research and identify future research directions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the past two decades, the Internet has made it possible for millions of individuals across
the globe to collaborate and create digital artifacts and knowledge sources. One of the most
prominent cases is Wikipedia, the free online encyclopedia. Although there are many similar
initiatives such as Zooniverse, Encyclopedia of Life, Project Gutenberg, MusicBrainz, and open
source development projects, where netizens collaborate online to create artifacts of lasting
value [35], few have achieved similar levels of success as Wikipedia. What are the key factors to
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Wikipedia’s success? Who are the Wikipedians and how do they orchestrate individual efforts
to build such a large-scale open collaboration project? What can we learn from Wikipedia,
especially the working and collaboration among Wikipedians that will make a new large-scale
open collaboration successful? These are the questions we hope to answer in this review article.
Several reasons make understanding the success ofWikipedia important. First, Wikipedia is one

of the most used information sources in the world, and understanding what makes it successful is
important in its own right. According to the web analytics company Similarweb, as of May 2023,
Wikipedia was the seventh most visited website in the world [164]. As of January 2023, Wikipedia
existed in 292 languages with the English version of Wikipedia featuring 6.6 million articles and
over 20 gigabytes of information [187]. Second, an analysis of 35 years of human-computer in-
teraction research showed a shift from studying primarily humans interacting with computers to
studying social interactions among human users [80]. Understanding Wikipedia’s success can in-
form research related to collaborative and social computing systems, a relatively newer domain
in the field of human-computer interaction [214]. For example, insights related to editors’ motiva-
tions to contribute, causes of the under-representation of women, and the factors that influence
the growth and decline of Wikipedia may generalize to other collaborative and social computing
systems. Third, an important goal of human-computer interaction research is to identify best prac-
tices and make design recommendations. Wikipedia is a well-designed socio-technical system and
the Wikimedia Foundation (WMF) maintains longitudinal records of the technical and social
designs as well as editors’ activities and work products. Understanding Wikipedia’s success can
inform the design of future collaborative and social computing systems.
Since its early days,Wikipedia’s exponential growth has stimulated substantial interest from the

academic community.We searched for academic articles using the keyword “Wikipedia” and found
5,756 results from Web of Science, 14,305 results from ACM Digital Library, and over 2.27 million
results from Google Scholar. Despite the enormous volume of research around Wikipedia, what
makes Wikipedia successful remains somewhat of a mystery, primarily due to the difficulty of
aggregating and synthesizing results from hundreds of studies.
There have been prior efforts to develop comprehensive reviews of Wikipedia research. For ex-

ample, Okoli et al. [141] conducted an exhaustive review of research related to Wikipedia and
identified six themes around content, corpus, infrastructure, participation, readership, and a mis-
cellaneous general category. Jullien [91] compared studies across three languages—English, French,
and Spanish—and summarized research around editor motivations, the processes and patterns of
interactions among editors, and the organization of the Wikipedia community. There have also
been reviews of specialized topics around content [124], readership [142], vandalism [174], and the
use of Wikipedia as a corpus for information retrieval purposes [121, 122]. Almost ten years have
passed since the two comprehensive reviews by Jullien [91] and Okoli et al. [141]. Furthermore, a
significant amount of work aroundWikipedia collaboration has been published in conference pro-
ceedings that were not well covered in previous reviews. In this article, we hope to expand prior
reviews in three ways: adding coverage of recent research especially articles published between
2012 and 2020 (e.g., topics related to bots, gender gap, and newcomer socialization), inclusion of
conference proceedings, especially ACM conferences, and an integrative framework to summarize
insights around the social and community aspects of Wikipedia. As an evolving socio-technical
system,Wikipedia’s success depends on the interplay of its technical infrastructure and its commu-
nity of volunteer editors [91].1 As the community grows, the challenge of coordinating the large
number of volunteers increases, and researchers have called for processes, policies, and a complex

1Wikipedia [206] also lists other factors key to Wikipedia’s success such as being a public project, online and open ac-
cess, attracting both amateurs and professionals, editors’ autonomy in choosing their tasks, continuous and fast editing,
consensus seeking and self-policing, policies (not bureaucracy but not a total anarchy either), and so on.
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organizational structure to facilitate the large-scale collaboration this challenge demands [6]. Our
primary focus in this review is the human behaviors and social processes throughwhichWikipedia
collaboration occurs. By reviewing a representative body of research, we hope to achieve two goals:
to draw insights about how Wikipedia collaboration works, which can be applied to other collab-
oration initiatives, and to identify opportunities for future research.
We organize the rest of the article as follows. We first provide a brief overview of the history and

working of Wikipedia, followed by a summary of prior reviews. We then describe our literature
search and article selection criteria. When summarizing the insights, we followed [17] guidelines
to structure the review in three sections: (1) a summary of previous and current research, (2) an
analysis of contradictions, gaps, and inconsistencies in the literature, and (3) suggestions for next
steps [125].

2 WIKIPEDIA AND RESEARCH ON WIKIPEDIA

Founded on January 15, 2001, Wikipedia is a free encyclopedia written collaboratively by volun-
teer editors, many of whom are readers of Wikipedia as well. It is powered by the MediaWiki
technology, which was designed to support online content creation with editing and hyperlinking.
Wikipedia pages are organized by namespaces. A namespace is a collection of Wikipedia pages
whose names begin with a particular reserved word recognized by the WikiMedia software, with
the exception of article pages for which the prefix can be absent. For instance, all user pages begin
with the prefix “User”. As of January 2023, Wikipedia has 30 namespaces including 14 subject
namespaces (e.g., Main/Article, User, Category, and Template), 14 corresponding talk namespaces
for talking about these subjects, and two virtual namespaces [197]. Collectively, the namespaces
support knowledge creation and interactions among Wikipedia editors. Most readers browse
Wikipedia pages in the “main/article” namespace. Wikipedia users can create user pages and
comment on them.
Since its inception in 2001, Wikipedia went through a stage of exponential growth, with the

number of active editors and the amount of editing peaked around 2007 [169], and then shifted to
a slower growth or maintenance mode. As of January 2023, the English Wikipedia featured over
44 million registered editors, including over 1.1 million who had edited Wikipedia more than
10 times [187]. As the world’s largest encyclopedia and the most accessible compilation of knowl-
edge to exist in the history of humankind, Wikipedia has received both great recognition and
frequent criticism since its early days. Prior research has attributed much of Wikipedia’s success
to a dedicated community of volunteer editors, the social structure that facilitates coordination
among editors, and the technological infrastructure that makes this possible [165]. The major
complaints have focused on the accuracy, completeness, and neutrality of its articles. There also
have been complaints about difficulties in using the Wiki makeup editing tool, under-coverage
of topics that are not of interest to its primarily young, male, and technically-oriented editor base,
and the increasing bureaucracy with ever complicated rules and a hierarchy of privileged users
who enforce them [205].

2.1 Prior Reviews of Wikipedia Research

Since its origin, Wikipedia has attracted interest from researchers in many disciplines. The ex-
ponential growth of Wikipedia in its early years was accompanied by a similarly exponential
growth of academic interests in studying Wikipedia or using Wikipedia data for research. Google
Trends [64] showed that searches for “Wikipedia research” peaked around 2006–2010, declined
and remained at a lower level ever after, as shown in Figure 1.
Many reviews have tried to summarize research related to Wikipedia. The first review by Ayers

[13] included 18 scholarly studies onWikipedia and identified twomain categories around content
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Fig. 1. Google trends: Wikipedia research.

and community. Martin [117] identified key categories around article quality, trust and reliability
of articles, semantic extraction, governance, and society. Bar-Ilan and Aharony [15] conducted a
content analysis of over 2,000 Wikipedia studies and found that more than half of the studies were
using Wikipedia articles as a data source, instead of studying Wikipedia as the central phenom-
enon. Similarly, Nielsen [139] identified four types of research involving Wikipedia: (1) research
that examines Wikipedia, (2) research that uses information from Wikipedia, (3) research that
explores technical extensions to Wikipedia, (4) research that uses Wikipedia as a resource for
communication.
Okoli et al. [141] conducted the most ambitious and comprehensive review of Wikipedia

research. They reviewed 477 studies including 60 conference articles, and identified six topics:
participation, corpus, readership, content, general, and infrastructure. Among the six topics,
participation was the most popular with 200 articles examining Wikipedia contributors and their
activities. The authors further identified subcategories within participation, such as motivations,
cultural of collaboration, policies and governance, outcomes of participation, and software tools
to support collaboration. Content was the second most popular topic, with 91 articles examining
dimensions of article quality and factors that may lead to high-quality articles.
Most other reviews focused on a specific line ofWikipedia research such as community [91], con-

tent [124], readership [142], vandalism [174], or using Wikipedia as a corpus to study information
retrieval and natural language processing [121, 122]. The review of content by Mesgari et al. [124]
identified two themes—the quality of Wikipedia content and the size of Wikipedia—and generated
two key takeaways. The first is thatWikipedia, with some exceptions (e.g., health), is comparable to
many established, credible sources in terms of comprehensiveness, currency, readability, and relia-
bility. The second is the unequal coverage across domains, with better coverage of science, music,
culture, geography, and people compared to social sciences, philosophy, medicine, and law. Okoli
et al. [142]’s review on readership showedWikipedia’s popularity as a knowledge source, for both
light topics such as entertainment and serious topics such as health and law. They also identified
concerns with the completeness and credibility of health-related articles, and noted that despite
these concerns, readers generally see Wikipedia as a credible source. Vandalism refers to the addi-
tion, removal, or change of content in a deliberate attempt to damage Wikipedia. Tramullas et al.
[174]’s review of vandalism showed that three-quarters of the research was conducted in the com-
puter science domain, with the primary goal of detecting vandalism using machine learning tools.

2.2 How Our Review Extends Prior Reviews

The primary focus of our review is the community of volunteer editors, i.e., their motivations, ac-
tivities, interactions, and the processes through which they coordinate and collaborate. According
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to [132], two key factors behind Wikipedia’s success are “a readable product with a high degree of
informational excellence” and “a thriving online community” with sophisticated social and techni-
cal mechanisms, self-governance, and a strong ideological mission. This thriving community is our
focus and is similar to the participation category in [141]. Jullien [91] also conducted a comprehen-
sive review of the Wikipedia community by summarizing insights from over 200 journal articles
around editor activities and roles, the structure and governance of the Wikipedia community, ar-
ticle quality, and the effectiveness of Wikipedia coordination processes. Jullien [91] also included
anecdotal analyses and comparisons of the editor communities across three language editions of
Wikipedia: English, French, and Spanish.

Our review extends previous reviews in at least three ways. First, it has been almost a decade
since the publication of the most recent reviews in 2012, and our review includes the latest
research, especially in areas that have only recently caught the attention of researchers such
as algorithmic governance with bots, gender gaps in contribution, and newcomer socialization.
Second, our review primarily focuses on conference proceedings, especially Association of

Computing Machinery (ACM) conferences, while previous reviews focused more on journal
publications. For instance, Okoli et al. [141] initially excluded all conference proceedings and
only included about 60 of the highest-cited conference articles after receiving feedback from the
“Wikimedia researchers’ mailing list” (p. 12). Jullien [91] searched Scopus and Web of Science
for studies to review, which can be limited in locating conference articles, especially those
published in the ACM Digital Library [14].2 Much of the research on Wikipedia editors’ behaviors
and social processes has been conducted by researchers in the field of computer science and
published in conference proceedings, especially ACM conferences. Hence, we believe there is
value in a review that focuses on ACM publications. Third, although previous reviews have done
a good job of summarizing individual articles, our goal is to integrate across individual articles
to identify higher-level insights and develop an integrative framework. We followed Bem’s
recommendations [17] to conduct an in-depth conceptual analysis of articles and topics using the
Input-Mediator-Output-Input (IMOI) framework on team effectiveness [82] as the organizing
framework.

3 LITERATURE SEARCH AND ARTICLE SELECTION

According to prior reviews, research that mentions the word Wikipedia is “extremely cross-
disciplinary” [141], and much of the literature does not study the working of Wikipedia [174].
Many articles either simply mention Wikipedia in passing or use Wikipedia articles as a data
source. Conducting a literature review across disciplinary boundaries is challenging [27] because
different fields have different norms and outlets for publication. As mentioned earlier, we started
our literature search with the ACM Digital Library to better cover works published in conference
articles, especially research on the community and editor aspects of Wikipedia. We searched
for articles with the keyword “Wikipedia” in article title and abstract. Our search returned over
1,300 articles published between January 2001 and May 2020. We carefully examined article titles,
abstracts, and the articles if needed and included 279 articles that focused on human behaviors
around Wikipedia collaboration. We screened these articles and used snowball sampling to
expand the scope of the review by including articles that appeared in the reference lists of the
articles that we initially identified.

2[14] searched three databases: ACMDigital Library,Web of Science, and Scopus for publications on “information retrieval”
between 2013 and 2016. Among the 8,699 retrieved items, more than 60% were conference articles and only 977 or 11% were
located in all three databases. There was a 63% overlap between WoS and Scopus and only a 30% overlap between ACM
and WoS. We counted the list of references in [91] and only about a quarter of the references were conference articles.
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In the article search and selection process, we excluded articles: (1) that only useWikipedia data
to develop information retrieval algorithms, (2) that only introduce a tool without describing how
the tool affects human behaviors, or (3) that merely mention Wikipedia without studying how it
works. We also excluded most conference posters, invited talks, panels, doctoral colloquium, and
workshops because they are not archival publications and might not have been peer reviewed. We
included extended abstracts that reported research findings. We focused primarily on the English
Wikipedia because prior research has shown significant differences between the English edition
and other language editions due to differences in population and education levels, Internet penetra-
tion, and culture of volunteering [139]. We believe comparison across different language editions
warrants a review on its own. Our final sample includes 217 articles.

4 AN INTEGRATIVE FRAMEWORK OFWIKIPEDIA COLLABORATION

In this section, we use the IMOI Model on team effectiveness [82] to summarize key insights from
our review. The framework represents shared understanding among team researchers about why
some teams are more effective than others. Team inputs include characteristics of team members
(e.g., demographics, competencies, and personalities), team-level factors (e.g., team size, task struc-
ture, and tools), and organizational and contextual factors (e.g., organizational design and culture).
Team inputs influence the mediators such as team processes (e.g., planning, coordination, and con-
flict resolution) and emergent states (e.g., team cognition, cohesion, and trust), which affect team
outputs. Team outputs include team outcomes that are valued by constituencies such as team per-
formance (e.g., quality and quantity) and members’ affective experiences (e.g., satisfaction and
commitment).
The initial version of the framework was called the Input-Process-Output (IPO) framework,

which was later revised to become the Input-Mediator-Output (IMO) framework and then the
IMOI framework [118, 120]. We chose the IMOI framework over earlier versions because (1) it con-
siders a broader set ofmediators, including both team processes and emergent states, and (2) it mod-
els not only the influence of team inputs on mediators and outputs but also the recursive feedback
process of team outputs influencing subsequent inputs. The IMOI is well established in the organi-
zation’s literature and has been used to synthesize research in other online collaboration contexts
such as open-source software development [169]. Figure 2 shows the distribution of articles we re-
viewed by year and publication types. While the amount of editing on Wikipedia and the number
of active editors peaked around 2007 [169], research examining the behavior of Wikipedia editors
peaked around 2012 and then gradually declined. We suspect the reported decline of Wikipedia
stimulated research interests around topics such as the gender gap and newcomer retention.
In this work, we combined factors in the IMOI framework and a bottom-up, qualitative analysis

of article abstracts to identify the key constructs to be included in the integrative framework. In
the qualitative analysis, we coded the abstracts of the 217 articles in our sample using a grounded
theory approach [63]. Grounded theory is a qualitative method to analyze textual data to identify
common themes and develop theory. We first conducted open coding, which involved coding the
abstracts and generating categories to describe the topics of the articles. Open coding is iterative
in the sense that when processing new data (e.g., new abstracts), we generate new categories
and refine or aggregate existing categories to form higher-level categories [28]. In the process,
we referred to factors in the IMOI framework to inform our coding. Our final set of categories
includes editors, motivation, tools, conflict, coordination, governance, leadership, newcomer
socialization, roles, contribution quantity, and quality. We arranged these constructs using the
IMOI framework by considering whether they constitute collaboration inputs, mediators such as
processes and emergent states, or collaboration outputs. Working with two research assistants,
we also read all articles and extracted key information such as research questions, settings,
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Fig. 2. Article counts across years (2001–2020).

Fig. 3. An integrative framework of Wikipedia collaboration.

methods, participants, sample size, and key findings. Figure 3 shows our integrative framework
for collaboration among Wikipedia editors. In the next section, we summarize the key insights by
research topics and in the order of collaboration inputs, processes, emergent states, and outputs.

5 WIKIPEDIA COLLABORATION INPUTS

In this section, we summarize factors that serve as inputs to Wikipedia collaboration, including
the editors, their motivations, group composition such as group size and diversity, and the tools
used to support the collaboration.
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5.1 Who Are the Editors?

Who are the volunteers who built the free online encyclopedia? By one taxonomy, Wikipedia
involves three types of editors: registered editors, anonymous editors, and bots [168]. While
anonymous editors constitute a large group, they contributed only a small percentage of the
edits [92], such as 27.43% of labor hours or 25.83% of edits with the majority of work done by
registered editors [57]. Because anonymous editors are only tracked by IP address, we know little
about them. Most data on the demographics of Wikipedia editors were collected from opt-in
surveys conducted byWMF and partners [186, 208]. According to these surveys, Wikipedia editors
are mostly young and male, with approximately 90% male and 70% younger than 40, 50% younger
than 30, and 25% younger than 21 years old. Wikipedia editors come from diverse education back-
grounds with approximately one-third with grade school and high school education, one-third
with an associate or undergraduate degree, and one-third with a master’s or Ph.D. degree.

Although these demographic surveys do not indicate whether editors with advanced degrees
differentially contribute to articles relevant to their degree, other sources suggest that editors who
contribute to specific topics often possess specialized education and expertise in that topic. For
example, approximately half of the top editors contributing to medical articles were healthcare
professionals or students studying in the healthcare domain [77]. The editorswho have contributed
to medical articles without medical training often described their work as primarily grammatical,
formatting, and fighting vandalism. Wikipedia editors are also more computer savvy, spend more
time online, and are heavier consumers of online information than non-editors [185].

5.1.1 The Gender Gap: Underrepresentation of Female Editors. In recent years, Wikipedia’s
gender gap has attracted great attention. A 2011 New York Times article reported that fewer than
15 percent of Wikipedia editors were women [33]. We identified 21 articles on the gender gap,
most of which were published between 2011 and 2016. This research examined the evidence for
the gender gap, the causes behind the gap, and its impact. All studies confirmed the underrepre-
sentation of female editors, with percentages ranging from 10 to 12% in [208] to 18% in [5]. Hill
and Shaw [78] used propensity score estimation techniques to account for survey non-response
bias and adjusted the female percentage from 12.1% to 16.1.
Research has identified several factors that might contribute to the gender imbalance. One factor

is Wikipedia’s culture, which can be hostile to female editors. Compared to male editors, female
editors are more likely to be reverted and more likely to stop editing [111]. They are more likely
to suffer mental or emotional stress, e.g., accusations of behaving like a woman and showing too
much emotion when dealing with conflict [123]. Compared to male editors, female editors were
more likely to cite conflict as a reason for ceasing to contribute [34]. Despite these obstacles, many
female editors continue to contribute because they value the mission of Wikipedia and experience
ideology gains from helpingWikipedia and its readers [123]. Another possible reason that females
contribute less than males is their perception that they lack sufficient knowledge. Although both
men and women cite knowledge deficits as a reason for not contributing [100], controlling for
education and experience, women are more likely to think they do not have enough knowledge
to contribute [34]. Factors that have been suspected but not linked to the gender gap include the
lack of Internet skills, time, and availability [34, 75].

The gender gap has had important, negative consequences for Wikipedia, including but not
limited to content coverage, the portrait of men and women in Wikipedia articles, and the total
volume of contribution. In terms of content coverage, female-oriented topics have much less cover-
age than male-oriented ones [5, 111]. The gender gap has also led to stark differences in how men
and women are portrayed in Wikipedia articles [179]. Specifically, the most indicative words for
men often pertain to the domains in which they are active (e.g., sports or professions), whereas the
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most indicative words for women often refer to their gender or relationships (e.g., women, female,
and family). In terms of contribution, female editors tend to perform larger revisions and have
greater involvement in the social and community aspects of Wikipedia than their male counter-
parts [5, 111]. The low participation of female editors, hence, may compromise not only coverage
and article quality but also Wikipedia’s community culture.
Future research directions. Technical and social interventions to reduce the gender gap are fruit-

ful directions for future research. Research on innovative newcomer recruitment and socialization
techniques has shown some promise [46, 49, 126]. For example, Farzan et al. [46] showed that
time-delimited edit-a-thons on topics relevant to women attracted newcomers and led them to
continue contributing to Wikipedia after the event was over. Similarly, the WikiEd project, which
encourages college instructors to use Wikipedia writing assignments in their courses, recruited
a substantially higher proportion of women editors, encouraged them to make more edits and to
contribute to Wikipedia for far longer than editors who register for Wikipedia directly [114]. The
Teahouse environment socializes newcomers by allowing them to create a simple profile and ask
questions [126]. It attracted a higher proportion of female editors (32%) than the general editor
population (16%) and increased the contribution of participants, i.e., more edits and longer peri-
ods [131]. There is evidence that the quality gap between female versusmale topics, such as the cov-
erage of women scientists, has shrunk since 2012 shortly after the media spotlight on Wikipedia’s
gender gap [69]. Future research should develop and evaluate programs that are specifically de-
signed to recruit and support female editors, e.g., improving the community culture, connecting
new female editors with experienced female editors, andmaking editors’ gender salient or invisible
to fit the contexts.
Better understanding of the roles that female editors play in the collaboration process is another

important future direction. Research on collective intelligence shows that having female members
of a team improves team performance for many different tasks [210]. Team intelligence does not
depend on the intelligence of individual members; instead, it depends on the average social sen-
sitivity of its members and the proportion of female members. These results suggest that despite
their low percentage, female editors may play a critical role in the process of article collabora-
tion. Hence, the underrepresentation of female editors may be harming the ability of editors to
collaborate.

5.2 What Motivates Editors?

Another commonly asked question about Wikipedia is why editors voluntarily contribute to
Wikipedia without pay? Surveys and interviews of editors have suggestedmultiple motivations, in-
cluding intrinsic motivations (enjoyment, flow, learning), extrinsic motivations (self-enhancement,
dominance, reputation, personal use, career benefits), and social motivations (altruism, social iden-
tity, community, ideology) [16, 109, 140].

Although research has identified the common set of motivators, there are disagreements in the
degree to which various motivations drive editor contribution. A common tension is between
prosocial and self-interested motivations. There is often an idealized view among researchers and
the public that Wikipedia contributors are primarily motivated by altruism and ideology, as illus-
trated by statements such as “I feel it is important to help others”, “I think information should
be free”, “educate humanity/raise awareness” [109, 140]. However, empirical evidence shows that
ideological, altruistic, and other social motivations tend not to be associated with higher levels of
contribution [2, 140]. For example, in [140], editors who reported that they worked on Wikipedia
for fun contributedmore (r = .32. p < .001), while editors who reported beingmotivated by ideology
(r = .11, p > .10) or altruistic values (r = .17, p > .10) did not contribute more. Instead, motivation
seems to fit better with the notion of “selfish altruism” under which editors contribute for the ben-
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efit of others while also gaining psychological rewards for themselves (e.g., being heard or having
fun) [3, 16, 140].

Empirical evidence from field experiments provides further support that contribution to
Wikipedia is often driven by self-interest and extrinsic motivations such as recognition. For in-
stance, economists who were invited to contribute to articles that matched their expertise were
13%more likely to contribute when they were informed that doing so would help increase citations
of their work [29]. Wikipedia editors’ contributions have also been linked to a general propensity
of reciprocity and preference for social image, not altruism [2]). Symbolic recognition, such as
“barnstars” (i.e., the Wikipedia awards that one editor bestows on another) have been shown to
substantially increase editor retention and contribution, and the positive effects persisted over four
quarters [54, 155].

Editors’ motivations change and evolve over time, as editors gain experiences and become more
identified with Wikipedia. Compared to newcomers who often see Wikipedia as a collection of
articles, experienced editors tend to see Wikipedia as a community of editors [21] and are more
likely to report social and community factors as important motivations [16]. Compared to general
editors, Wikipedia administrators often place greater value on social motivations and the creation
of Wikipedia articles as public artifacts [16]. Interestingly, recognition and social image seem to
be important drivers for both new and experienced editors. New editors who value reputation
tend to take on more roles and get involved in more articles than editors who value other types of
motivations [7]. Preferences for the social image have been associatedwith increased contributions
for experienced and highly engaged editors [2].
Finally, the current literature also suggests several reasons for the lack of contribution. Although

some editors may want or be willing to help, they may not contribute due to the lack of time, lack
of qualification, and unfamiliarity with the markup language [109].

Future research directions. Future research may focus on understanding the dynamic evolution
of editors’ motivations both within their life cycle and within the life cycle of an article or the
platform as a whole. Most of the research we reviewed examined editors’ motivations in the early
or peak days of Wikipedia, i.e., 2007 and prior. What motivates editors now may differ from what
motivated them then. Contextual factors such as article topics or types of tasks may also influence
motivations.Whatmotivates an editor to contribute to an alreadywell-developed article may differ
from what motivates them to contribute to an undeveloped, stub article. It is also important to
examine different types of contributions besides editing articles, such as coordinating work on talk
pages, welcoming newcomers, vetting new articles for their quality, or resolving disputes. Future
research should try to unpack the heterogeneity among editor motivations and their effects on the
contribution of different types.

5.3 Bots and Their Impact on Wikipedia Collaboration

Wikipedia bots are autonomous software programs that are developed and operated by human
editors to perform tasks around article editing, maintenance, and administration [60, 216]. While
the number of human edits have been decreasing from 2006 to 2012, bot edits have been steadily
increasing, with 40% of bot edits occurring in non-article namespaces [134]. The first notable bot
on Wikipedia, called RamBot, appeared in 2002 to create 30 K city articles based on U.S. census
data [73]. As of February 2019, Zheng et al. [216] identified 1,601 registered bot accounts, many of
which had made thousands to over a million edits. Most bots perform repetitive tasks like fixing
links or grammar errors, capitalizing unique proper nouns, sending notifications or messages, and
fighting vandalism. Over the years, edits by bots grew from 4–5% in 2006 to 16.33% of all Wikipedia
edits [55]. For example, ClueBot NG is an anti-vandalism bot that detects and reverts vandalism
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quickly and automatically. It has been operational since 2010, made millions of edits, and is the
6th most prolific editor in the English Wikipedia [58].
There are established procedures to introduce bots on Wikipedia. The volunteers who develop

a bot need to first submit a bot approval request to the Bot Approvals Group consisting of expe-
rienced editors, which vets new bot proposals and addresses bot-related grievances. The request
needs to include information about the bot’s functions, programming languages, and the estimated
number of pages affected. If the group decides that the bot is helpful and follows Wikipedia poli-
cies, the bot will be approved for a short trial period during which it will be closely monitored and
if there are no issues, it will be fully deployed afterward.

5.3.1 Types of Bots. There have been several taxonomies to classify bots. One taxonomy dis-
tinguishes between fully automated bots and semi-automated bots, and the latter is also known as
assisted editing programs [60]. The combination of human editors and assistance tools working
together is referred to as “tool-assisted cyborgs” [60]. ClueBot NG is a fully automated bot, built
on Bayesian neural networks to automatically detect and revert vandalism. It is powerful enough
to scan every edit made to Wikipedia in real-time [58]. In comparison, Huggle is an assisted edit-
ing program that presents human editors with a list of edits ranked by their likelihood of being
vandalized. The human editors can review the edits and revert them with a single click, and they
can automatically leave a warning message on the offending editor’s user talk pages.
Another taxonomy classifies bots by the tasks they perform. Halfaker and Riedl [73] identified

four sets of activities including injecting public domain data, monitoring and curating content, aug-
menting the MediaWiki software, and protecting the encyclopedia from malicious activity. Zheng
et al. [216] developed a comprehensive bot taxonomy using unsupervised machine learning meth-
ods and identified nine categories of bot functions:

— Generator (generate redirect pages or article pages based on other sources).
— Fixer (fix links, content, files on article pages).
— Connector (connect Wikipedia with other sites and databases).
— Tagger (patrol articles and tag articles with templates and categories).
— Clerk (update statistical information or maintenance pages, deliver article alerts to
Wikiprojects).

— Archiver (archive closed discussions).
— Protector (detect and regulate destructive behaviors like spam and vandalism).
— Advisor (provide suggestions to editors and Wikiprojects about articles to improve).
— Notifier (deliver messages to editors).

Zheng et al. [216] found that based on the number of bots and edits by a particular type of
bots, Fixer is the most common type of bot, followed by Tagger and Clerk, and then Connector,
Notifier, Protector and Archiver. Generator and the Advisor are the least common. On the other
hand, Protector is the best known and most studied bot type.

5.3.2 Impact of Bots on Human Editors. Research suggests bots have both positive and negative
effects on human editors, with most of the research focused on the impact on new editors’ survival
or their contributions [216]. Zheng et al. [216] analyzed three types of bots that directly interact
with human editors and found that Protector bots generally had negative effects on newcomer
survival, Advisor bots had positive effects, and Notifier bots had no effects.
There is clear evidence for the negative effects of Protector bots and algorithmic vandal fighting

tools on newcomer retention [70, 216]. Halfaker et al. [70] attribute the reduction in the number of
active editors on Wikipedia starting about 2007 to the growth of algorithm tools especially vandal
fighting bots. Reverts made by a bot have a substantially larger effect of driving away desirable new
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editors than reverts made by a human editor [70]. Meanwhile, not all Protector bots had negative
effects on newcomer retention. Compared to ClueBot NG, XlinkBot, a bot designed to automati-
cally revert the addition of external links that are spam or do not comply with Wikipedia policy,
did not have any negative effects [216]. It was possibly because the messages it sends to editors
were longer, more friendly, and informative (e.g., contained the specific reason for the reversion,
links to the guidelines, information about how the bot works, and the bot creator’s FAQ page).
Despite the negative effects of ClueBot NG on newcomer retention, it plays an important role

in patrolling and protecting Wikipedia as a source of high-quality information. Its value became
especially visible when the bot went down for four distinct periods in 2011. Geiger and Halfaker
[58] treated these breakdowns as natural experiments and found that overall time-to-revert edits
almost doubled when the bot was down. Although most problematic edits were eventually re-
verted, suggesting that other people or programs took over the quality control work, the reverting
happened at a far slower rate.3 These results suggest a critical tradeoff between the efficiency of
vandal fighting and the costs of discouraging newcomers.

In contrast to Protector bots, Advisor bots generally have positive effects. For example, Sug-
gestBot, an Advisor bot, used text analysis, collaborative filtering, and hyperlinks to recommend
articles for editors to contribute to. These targeted recommendations increased the number of ed-
its by roughly four times compared to suggesting random articles [35]. HostBot, another Advisor
bot, increased the survival rates of newly registered editors by inviting them to join the Wikipedia
Teahouse [131]. LeadWise, a bot designed to recruit experts to contribute to Wikipedia in their
areas of expertise successfully mobilized experts to contribute and interact with one another [49].

Wikipedia to some extent has become an ecosystem of humans and bots working together [216]
or a decentralized network with humans and bots acting in coordination with each other [60].
Using trace ethnography, Geiger and Ribes [60] described a case where four human editors and
the Huggle bot acted together to identify and ban a vandal in 15 minutes. They concluded that
bots and assisted editing programs are significant social actors in Wikipedia, making possible a
form of distributed cognition. Huggle’s automated actions, such as issuing a stronger warning after
detecting a previous warning or recommending the banning of a vandal to human editors, were
crucial to the functioning of the distributed system.
There have been concerns about unintended consequences of human-bot or bot-bot interactions

on Wikipedia, which may cause bot wars in which bots repeatedly revert one another. Tsvetkova
et al. [175] found over a ten-year period, bots on EnglishWikipedia reverted another bot on average
105 times, significantly higher than the average of 3 times for human editors. Because bots aremore
active than humans, the higher number does not mean that bots fight more than humans. In fact,
compared to humans, a smaller proportion of bots’ edits were reverts. Geiger and Halfaker [59]
replicated the study and showed that bot-bot reverts were only 0.5–1% of all bot edits and most
bot-bot reverts were not reciprocated. Only 1.46% of all bot-bot reverts to English Wikipedia were
cases where two bots reverted each other more than twice in a single article, which might have
constituted bot-bot conflict. Even these cases were the outcomes of unintentional designs by the
bot developers to work on opposing tasks. Once uncovered, the developers were able to resolve
the conflict via talk page discussions.
Future research directions.We have much more to learn about Wikipedia bots. One future direc-

tion is to study how humans perceive and respond to bots. There has been evidence thatWikipedia
new editors often do not know if they are interacting with a human or a bot [50]. How common
is it for human editors to be aware of bots’ presence and prevalence on Wikipedia? How do hu-

3The study also compared the time-to-revert for manual reverts (1 minute to 24 hours), assisted reverts by Huggle (roughly
within a minute), and automatic reverts by ClueBot NG (mostly within 30 seconds and the majority within 5 seconds) [58].
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man editors perceive bots? What happens when bots make mistakes and how do human editors
respond to human errors and bot errors similarly or differently? Another interesting direction is to
studyWikipedia as a complex adaptive system, in which humans and bots learn from and adapt to
one another [216]. Existing research has only scratched the surface on some first-order effects that
bots have on human editors, and there may be second-order effects on human-human interactions,
which may in turn affect human-bot interactions.

Another important future direction is algorithmic bias. There has been evidence showing that
some bots have an algorithmic bias against anonymous or new editors [60]. Users whose edits have
been previously reverted are viewed by the algorithms as even more suspicious than generic new
editors; editors who have been left warnings on their user talk page (a process explained below)
are automatically sent to the top of the queue of suspected vandalism. How fair or effective are
these practices?What are the long-term effects onWikipedia? Recent research has proposed value-
sensitive algorithm design, which aims at balancing the goals of reducing community maintenance
work, maintaining human judgment as the final authority, supporting different workflows, encour-
aging positive engagement with diverse editor groups, and establishing trust between humans and
algorithms within the Wikipedia community [167, 219].

6 WIKIPEDIA COLLABORATION PROCESS

This is themost central part of our review, which focuses on coordination and collaboration among
editors. Coordination defined broadly means managing interdependencies among activities [116].
There is a high degree of interdependence among the activities of Wikipedia editors, especially
those working on the same articles. We organize this section around coordination mechanisms,
governance policies, leadership behaviors, conflict detection and resolution, and editor roles. Al-
though we cover each topic in a subsection, the topics are highly intertwined and understanding
the whole of Wikipedia collaboration requires considering all the topics together. The subsection
on coordination focuses on a narrow aspect of coordination—talk pages and WikiProjects—as two
common coordination mechanisms. The governance subsection focuses on policies, guidelines,
and collective decision-making. The leadership subsection focuses on formal leadership roles like
administrators and shared leadership. The roles subsection focuses on the prototypical behavioral
patterns that define less-formally defined roles. Finally, despite the various coordination mecha-
nisms and policies, conflict still occurs, and the last subsection focuses on the detection and reso-
lution of conflict.

6.1 How Do Editors Coordinate Their Work?

As Wikipedia grew in size and complexity, coordination work in Wikipedia grew at a pace
faster than the growth of articles [177]. We identified 29 articles related to coordination, most
of which focused on communication among editors on article talk pages and WikiProject discus-
sions [103, 177]. Some articles mentioned complementary venues, such as Internet Relay Chat

(IRC) channels, Village pump, bulletin board, comment pages, and mailing lists [148]. However,
these channels were rarely the focus of a study because most are ephemeral and do not retain
activity logs.4 Article talk pages are often used to facilitate and assure article quality whereas
WikiProject discussions are often used to encourage editor contribution to articles related to the
project. Hence, we review the two separately.5

4Some channels, however, like IRC played an important role in coordinating work around breaking news articles because
they facilitate synchronous real-time discussion and can serve as a centralized command and control center [97].
5Researchers have also examined coordination across languages [67, 76], in particular, how editors contribute to articles
on similar topics across different languages [67] and how to properly translate articles across languages [76]. We did not
include these articles because our primary focus is on the English version of Wikipedia.
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6.1.1 Article Talk Page Discussion and its Impact on Article Quality. Most articles, especially
those with more editors and editing activities, have active talk pages [160]. On the scale of
Wikipedia as a whole, editing on article pages and commenting on talk pages have co-evolved
“nearly in perfect synchrony” with similar activity cycles ( [93], p. 3). In other words, activities
across all article pages onWikipedia tend to fluctuate with activities on article talk pages. However,
at the individual article level, article editing, and talk page commenting tend to be independent of
each other. Peaks in the editing of an article do not necessarily correspond to peaks in commenting
on the article talk page.
Content analyses of article talk pages show a variety of themes, such as requests and suggestions

for editing coordination, requests for information, pointers to Wikipedia guidelines and policies,
references to internal and external sources, polls on controversial edits, requests for peer review,
and off-topic remarks [177]. The most common use is requests and suggestions for editing coor-
dination, accounting for 58.8 to 72% of the comments [45, 160, 177]. Editors post to the talk page
to discuss their editing plans, ask for help, or explain the reasons why they think specific changes
should or should not be made. Next in frequency are requests for information (10.2%) and refer-
ences to Wikipedia guidelines and policies (7.9%) [177]. Requests for information are generally
from editors who have no intention to edit the article but post on the talk page to tap into expert
knowledge on specific topics (e.g., asking about the role of political parties in a UK election for a
class report).
How do talk page discussion and coordination affect article quality? It depends on the type of

coordination. Kittur and Kraut [102] examined two types of coordination. Explicit coordination in-
volves discussion among editors and is measured as the number of edits made to article talk pages.
Implicit coordination occurs when a small number of editors set directions by making a dispropor-
tionate number of edits to an article and is measured by the Gini coefficient of the concentration
of edits across editors. Both explicit and implicit coordination led to greater quality improvement,
with the associations stronger early in an article’s life history.6 However, as the number of editors
increased, the benefits of explicit communication began to decline whereas the benefits of implicit
coordination continued. In other words, with more editors to an article, article quality was higher
when work was highly concentrated than when work was evenly distributed across editors [102].
They also found that over five times as many editors edited the article than posted in the article
talk pages, meaning only a small subset of editors participated in article discussions.

6.1.2 WikiProject Coordination and its Impact on Editor Contribution. Another coordination
mechanism is the WikiProject, which is a social mechanism to mobilize editors and facilitate
collaboration around articles on certain topics or around certain tasks. Some WikiProjects are
topical (e.g., arts, music, Africa, biology, and technology) and others are task-oriented (e.g.,
fixing typos, decisions about new articles, social and community support). Gilbert et al. [61]
described WikiProjects as a way to lower coordination costs of monitoring and task routing by
providing a centralized repository of tasks and discussion for explicit group coordination. Besides
coordination, WikiProjects also provide opportunities for editors to find and socialize with other
editors and feel a sense of belonging to a smaller community within Wikipedia [51].

Coordination at the project level is more challenging than coordination at the article level,
because project coordination involves tracking and managing hundreds or thousands of articles
over time. Since 2007, editor participation in non-topical projects has remained stable where editor
participation in topical projects has been decreasing [129]. An important goal of a WikiProject is

6In a follow-up study, [8] found that local inequality in contribution to articles increased coordination via talk pages but had
no direct effect on article quality, which contradicted [102]. We believe the differences are due to different sampling strate-
gies with [102] sampling 147,360 articles across all quality levels and [8] sampling 50 articles on science and technology.
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to mobilize editors and increase their contribution to articles associated with the project. Similar
to implicit coordination in article creation [102], WikiProjects were more effective in getting
more editors to contribute to the project when a small number of project members coordinate
and structure the project [51]. After joining a WikiProject, editors were more likely to work on
project-related content, to shift their contributions toward coordination rather than just article
editing, and to perform maintenance work such as fighting vandalism [103]. Members who joined
a project also increased their interactions with other project members, i.e., edits on each other’s
user talk pages, and the effects lasted five months after joining a project [51].
Content analyses of WikiProject talk pages showed a somewhat different pattern from analy-

ses of article talk pages. Only 7% of the discussions contained explicit requests to work on the
project whereas most messages were requests for opinions (38%), requests to join discussion to
resolve disputes (16%), or to make the group aware of one’s activities (18%) [130]. Interestingly,
non-members participated actively in WikiProject discussions and initiated more than half of the
discussions. Members responded to non-members in roughly comparable ways [128]. Another
WikiProject coordination mechanism is Hot Articles links, which shows a ranked list of articles
that have had frequent editing activities. Comparing the two, Gilbert et al. [61] found that being
included on project talk pages increased the number of unique editors to an article and being
included under Hot Articles links increased the number of edits.
Future research directions. Our review shows both the importance of coordination and the need

for future research to understand how to improve coordination among editors. While talk pages
and WikiProjects allow editors to be aware of others’ editing activities and identify needed work,
more advanced tools are needed to facilitate complex interactions among editors, such as better
awareness and management of task dependencies [62]. Another fruitful future direction is to un-
derstand the social dynamics on talk pages affect editors, especially newcomers. Most existing
research has focused on classifying content of discussions on talk pages, with little assessment of
the sentiment, tone, norms, social dynamics, and the network structure of the talk page discussions,
how editors make sense of these discussions, and how talk page discussions affect editors’ motiva-
tions to contribute. Anecdotal evidence suggests that new editors often find talk pages confusing
to navigate, but find them useful in learning about articles, Wikipedia policies, and terminology
once they figure out how to navigate them [160].

6.2 What Are the Governance Mechanisms among Editors?

Governance generally refers to “a system for organizing the rules that regulate people’s behaviors
in a particular place” ( [52], p. 51). It can also refer to “the creation of order to achieve mutual
gains in potentially conflict-laden contexts” ( [134], p. 81). Although Wikipedia started as a self-
organizing meritocracy, over time, it has established its own “bureaucratic” norms and policies
that govern the behaviors of and interactions among editors [26].
Three governance mechanisms have emerged in Wikipedia: policies, guidelines, and es-

says [127]. Policies and guidelines are more formalized than essays, because (1) they are developed
through a process of open discussion, polling, and collaborative editing with community consen-
sus, (2) they carry official weight and violations of a policy or a guideline can have consequences,
e.g., editors being banned from the website. Policies are even more formal than guidelines and al-
low fewer exceptions. Compared to policies, guidelines are more open to debate and likely to have
occasional exceptions [108]. Essays are “opinion or advice” of individual editors or editor groups,
which may not be accepted by the community.

6.2.1 Guidelines, Policies, and Essays. Most empirical research has focused on policies and
guidelines. As formal governance mechanisms, policies, and guidelines address issues such as
article contents, editor behaviors, dispute processes, and what constitutes legitimate sources [90].
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They serve many functions such as facilitation of editor collaboration, construction of meaning
and identity, internal and external signals, and control [26]. By institutionalizing negotiated
settlements and best practices as policies and guidelines, editors can eliminate the future need
for direct communication or reduce the costs of the communication. Instead of discussing and
resolving every disagreement as an ad hoc decision, editors can simply cite policies and guidelines
to persuade others [127]. The most-cited policies and guidelines are about critical issues such as
citing sources, achieving consensus, preventing bias, and regulating editors’ behaviors [108].

As socially constructed entities, policies and guidelines are dynamic in nature and reflect the
evolving principles to facilitate collaboration among editors. Editors create, debate, and revise
the policy and guideline pages as much as they do with article pages [108]. As Wikipedia grew,
both the number and complexity of policies and guidelines increased significantly. Many policies
and guidelines were developed to respond to either external complaints (e.g., copyright guidelines
in response to non-permitted use of protected materials) or internal conflicts (e.g., the rule that
an editor must not perform more than three reverts on a single page in 24 hours in response
to edit wars). Due to their dynamic and evolving nature, the counts of policies and guidelines
are constantly in flux with different sources supplying different numbers. For instance, Butler
et al. [26] counted 44 policy pages and 248 guideline pages whereas Kriplean et al. [108] identified
42 policies and 24 guidelines. A few years later, Joyce et al. [90] reported 52 policy pages and
147 guideline pages; Müller-Birn et al. [134] reported 383 policy pages and 449 guideline pages;
and Morgan and Zachry [133] reported 511 policy pages. These discrepancies occurred partially
because of the different criteria for defining a policy (e.g., “policies” versus “policy pages” with
some policies spanning across multiple pages) and partially because policies and guidelines are
constantly changing.
A robust temporal trend is the increasing prevalence and importance of essays [79, 133]. Un-

like policies and guidelines, essays are less formal and do not require consensus among editors.
Wikipedia editors write essays for a variety of reasons: to share advice or opinions, to describe an
interpretation of a policy, or to assert an ideological stance. Essays often use humor, hyperbole,
and anecdotes to convey serious messages about proper editor behaviors and best practices [127].
For example, Morgan et al. [127] described an essay titled “No Angry Mastodons,” which conveys
the editor’s interpretation of the Civility policy and advises editors to avoid editing when stressed,
hungry, tired, or drunk. The recent growth of essays may be the result of fewer opportunities for
editors to contribute to policy creation and essays being a softer regulating mechanism, which is
less formal, heavy-handed, or intimating.
Policies, guidelines, and essays are rule-based governancemechanisms. Other governancemech-

anisms focus on processes and reinforcements of the rules such as Article for Deletion (AfD)
and page protection. In general, administrators and experienced editors are more involved in gov-
ernancework than new editors. For example, themajority of participants in article deletion debates
were long-time editors [56]. Administrators have privileges and can take action to protect pages or
ban vandals. Only administrators can apply for page protection. A full protection restricts the page
so that it can only be edited by administrators whereas semi-protection restricts the page so that
it can be edited by any confirmed editors (i.e., accounts with more than 10 edits that have existed
for more than 4 days). The duration of the protection can vary from seconds to up to 6 years with
a median of 14 days. Only a tiny portion of Wikipedia articles (e.g., 0.36% of English articles) have
gone through page protection, including some that had undergone multiple protections. Protec-
tions have been applied disproportionately to articles with heavy readership, with some protected
pages being among the most viewed pages [79].

6.2.2 Effectiveness of Governance Mechanisms. How effective are these governance mecha-
nisms? The answer is mixed. On one hand, policies and guidelines have played an important role
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in the daily operations and overall success of Wikipedia [26]. For example, the institution of the
three-revert rule reduced reverts in half, by limiting the number of times editors can revert each
other’s changes [23]. On the other hand, Kriplean et al. [108] found numerous instances of am-
biguous policies causing different interpretations (e.g., the Neutral Point of View policy and how
to write neutrally about a polarizing topic) and complex power plays, in which individuals or
groups tried to claim legitimate control over an article by imposing their interpretation of policy
on it. The power plays might revolve around article scope, legitimacy of contributors, or legitimacy
of sources. For example, in an argument about article scope (e.g., whether views of the Catholic
church belong in an article on a scientific theory), a power playmight emerge from ambiguities and
inconsistencies among three different policies on neutral point of view (NPOV) [198], boldness
in writing Wikipedia [192], and the policy “wiki is not a paper” [189].
Due to the complexity of Wikipedia policies, editors have also created a policy called “ignore

all rules” or IAR [188], which states that “If a rule prevents you from improving or maintaining
Wikipedia, ignore it” [90]. In general, IAR has functioned as a workaround and positive mechanism
to help editorsmanage the complex interplay amongWikipedia policies, especially afterWikipedia
has grown to be large and complex.
AsWikipedia grew larger, many governance functions have been delegated to intelligent agents

or bots, known as algorithmic governance, in contrast with social governance by human edi-
tors [134]. For example, German Wikipedia uses bots to automatically approve and grant privi-
leges to human editors [134]. Once an editor meets all criteria (e.g., 150 edits or 8 different article
pages), they will automatically be granted the reviewer status and associated privileges.
Comparing the twomechanisms—social versus algorithmic methods for maintaining the “moral

order” of Wikipedia—algorithmic governance with bots is easier to enforce and can quickly scale
up whereas social governance with human editors can handle exceptions better [60]. Software
algorithms may suffer from algorithmic bias, such as automatic decision criteria that discriminate
against anonymous or newly-registered editors [60], and, as discussed in Section 5.4.2, some of
these the algorithmic tools used to reject contributions have been linked to a decline in active
contributors [70].

Future research directions. Existing research on governance is quite comprehensive and thorough.
Future work could examine the dynamic evolution of individual policies and guidelines as well as
the overall policy or guidelines space. What triggers a new policy? How does discussion around a
policy evolve and affect the development of the policy pages? Future work could also investigate
how newcomers learn about policies and guidelines and develop interventions to help newcomers
navigate the sophisticated policy space. More research is also needed to understand essays—what
drives their creation, how are they used, and their impact on collaborative outcomes.

6.3 How Does Leadership Manifest in Wikipedia Collaboration?

Leadership in general has been defined as influencing members of a group towards a goal [22].
Leadership in online open collaborations like Wikipedia and open-source software development
can take multiple forms and is not necessarily associated with formal leadership roles. Merit plays
an important role in the emergence of leaders. Instead of vertical authority over people, leadership
is often associated with lateral authority over tasks and activities [38]. We identified 13 articles on
leadership. Some of these focused on formal leadership roles, primarily administrators, and the
factors important to becoming an administrator. Others focused on informal or shared leadership,
and how non-administrator editors engage in leadership behaviors and influence others.

6.3.1 Formal Leadership and Request for Administrators (RfA). Administrators are the main
group of formal leaders in Wikipedia. They can block user accounts and IP addresses from editing,
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protect pages from editing, edit fully protected pages, delete pages, rename pages without restric-
tions, and use certain tools. To become an administrator, an editor must submit a request, undergo
community scrutiny, and obtain sufficient community consensus. Research on formal leadership
has focused largely on the role of administrators.
The RfA process is the route to become a Wikipedia administrator [201]. It is an open voting

process, during which any editor can view the nominated editor’s record, question the nominee,
and evaluate his or her ability to appropriately use the administrator rights. A successful RfA
requires a clear consensus that the nominated editor “is committed toWikipedia and can be trusted
to know and uphold its policies and guidelines” [196]. The criteria include breadth and duration
of editing experience, ability to work with other editors, and understanding of Wikipedia norms
and policies. The RfA process consists of three steps: a nomination statement, Q&A about past and
future behaviors, and statements of support, opposition, or neutrality by communitymembers [24].
Although there is no objective standard for the percentage of supporting votes required to get
promoted, history has shown that a minimum of 80% supportive votes is typically needed [150].

Research on RfA has shown three factors key to a successful RfA. The first is strong editing
experience. Among nominated editors, those who were promoted had roughly twice as many edits
as those who were not promoted (3,038 vs. 1,604), and every additional 3,804 edits increased the
chance of promotion by 10% [24]. Fewer than 50% of nominees with fewer than 2,500 revisions
became administrators compared to 70% of those with at least 6,000 revisions [150]. The second
factor is diverse editing experiences, that is, edits to different namespaces such as article, user talk,
and deletion discussion. Edits in each additional namespace increased one’s chance of promotion
by 2.8% [24]. The third factor is edit summaries. Editors who frequently summarized their edits
and left coordination notes for future editors were more likely to be promoted [24, 39]. A few other
factors also slightly increased the chance of promotion, such as longer tenure and politeness in
talk page discussion (e.g., the use of “thanking” words) [24, 39].

Interestingly, some factors emphasized in Wikipedia’s guidelines for administrators had no ef-
fects or even negative effects on RfA success, such as reverting vandalism, alerting administra-
tors about page protection, or voting on article deletion [24]. Contributions to dispute resolution
venues such as Arbitration or Mediation Committee pages and the Administrators’ Noticeboard
decreased one’s chance of promotion [24]. The most uncertain factor is social interaction or edits
on users’ talk pages with some studies showing a positive effect [150] and others showing no or
a negative effect [24, 39]. The positive effect in [150] was largely due to interactions with existing
administrators on their user pages, instead of ordinary editors.
Both the success rates of RfA and the criteria have changed over time. From 2006 to 2008, the

success rate dropped from 75.5% to about 44.7% [150]. After 2006, contributions to WikiProject
policies and non-article pages became significant predictors of RfA success, indicating a shift to
prioritize policy-making over simple article contributions [24, 25]. The impact of an additional
1,000 article edits on the probability of promotion dropped from 15.4% to 6.3% from pre-2006 to
post-2006, while the impact of 1,000 edits toWikipedia policy pages grew from .4% to 19.6% during
the same time period [24, 25].

Compared to research on predicting the success of promotion requests, less research has stud-
ied the impact of becoming an administrator on an editor’s subsequent behaviors. Once they are
promoted, do administrators contribute more or less than they had in the past? Do they change
the types of contributions they make? One study suggested that after being elected, administrators
focused on more controversial topics than before their promotion and seemed to be pushing posi-
tions that violated Wikipedia’s policy on neutral points of view [39]. For example, administrators
who focused on articles about US politics inserted partisan phrases that are “either Democratic or
Republican talking points.” Although these controversial edits were a small set among their total
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contributions, these edits might have shaped information on many sensitive topics on Wikipedia.
Neither the editors’ prior editing history nor the percentage of positive votes they received in the
RfA process predicted which administrators were likely to demonstrate such behavioral changes.
One promising way to identify suspicious candidates is to give more weight to influential voters
in the voting process possibly because these voters were more informed and had gathered extra
information about the nominated editors than the rest [39].

6.3.2 Informal and Shared Leadership. Besides formal leadership, leadership in online open col-
laboration also takes the form of shared leadership, when editors regardless of their formal status
engage in “a dynamic, interactive influence process” with the objective of achieving collective
goals [218]. In contrast to vertical leadership by designated leaders, under shared leadership, the
agents of influence are often peers who exhibit leadership behaviors such as directing, commu-
nicating, encouraging, giving feedback, and reprimanding [147]. Shared leadership on Wikipedia
involves similar behaviors. For example, Zhu et al. [218] coded messages Wikipedia editors left on
each other’s user pages and identified four shared leadership behaviors: (1) directing (instructions,
commands, assigning tasks, and setting goals), (2) providing positive feedback (acknowledging
work and providing rewards), (3) providing negative feedback (regulating people through repri-
mands), and (4) social exchanges (social conversations and friendly talk). Both administrators and
non-admins send these messages, with non-admins sending more than admins (60% vs. 40%). At
the individual level, however, average admins sent over 32 times more leadership messages than
average non-admins. The majority of the messages were task-oriented, over person-oriented ones
(79.9% versus 20.1%) [218].

These leadership messages, whether performed by admins or non-admins, significantly affected
the contributions of the editors who received them. Compared with editors who received no mes-
sages, editors who received messages with positive feedback, directing, and social exchanges in-
creased their edits by, respectively, 19%, 23%, and 8.6%; and editors who received negative feedback
reduced contributions by 14% [217]. The leadership behaviors of adminsweremore influential than
non-admins, both positively and negatively [217]. Receiving a positive feedback message or a so-
cial exchange message from an admin increased editing an additional 2.8% and 5.8% over similar
messages from a non-admin. Receiving a negative feedback message from an admin decreased
editing an additional 9.5% over similar messages from a non-admin.
Future research directions. While existing research has focused on the promotion to administra-

tor status, we need research to understand the demotion process, i.e., how and why editors may
lose administrator privileges. Did they give them up voluntarily or have them stripped away? As of
now, we have very limited knowledge [200]. We also need research to understand what happens to
administrators after their promotion. Do they increase their quantity and quality of contribution?
Do they change the types of contribution, e.g., becoming more involved in community building
and social exchanges with other editors? Because leaders interact with and influence others pri-
marily through messages, it would be valuable to perform more in-depth analyses of the nature
of the communication that is most effective at influencing others. For example, how do politeness,
assertiveness, or appeals to common interests affect the communication of positive and negative
feedback or directive messages? Do formal and informal leaders use the same techniques and are
they equally effective?

6.4 How Do Editors Resolve Conflict?

Conflict is an extensively studied topic, and we identified 34 articles that examined the causes and
impact of conflict, the mechanisms for resolving conflict, and the measurement and prediction of
conflict or controversial articles.
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6.4.1 Causes and Manifestations of Conflict. Conflict on Wikipedia may occur due to con-
tentious article topics, editors’ aggressive behaviors, or both [178]. Some topics are inherently
polarizing such as abortion, global warming, homosexuality, and biographies of living people [89,
163]. Not all articles related to controversial topics show high levels of conflict, and the same topic
may be controversial in one language but not in another [84]. When collaborating on the same ar-
ticle, editors need to decide what text, links, and images to include, how to structure the page, and
whether the content represents a NPOV. Conflict can arise if editors have different views on the
content, source, structure, and wording of articles or have different interpretations of Wikipedia
policies. Editors with different levels of experience or different types of expertise (e.g., domain ex-
pertise vs. expertise with Wikipedia policies) may disagree and engage in public arguments [53].
Territoriality is another trigger of conflict on Wikipedia [71, 172]. Editors can use the “Main-

tained” template to indicate their active contributor status and communicate their commitment to
an article. Territoriality may be beneficial during labor-intensive periods of article creation and
improvements, but it can increase the chance of new editors being reverted and discouraged from
future contributions. The negative effects happen when the territorial editors engage in defensive
actions, e.g., monitoring article watch lists for changes and vetting unknown editors.
Conflict can manifest in multiple forms: heated debates on talk pages, reverts among editors, or

edit wars whenmutual reverts escalate out of control [212]. Several factors influence the likelihood
of being reverted, such as the quality of the contributions, experience of the contributors, and
ownership of article content. Reverts are more likely to happen to edits that violated Wikipedia
policies, edits that contained errors in spelling and syntax [158], edits that removed words with
high word persistence (i.e., words that have survived more revisions), edits that removed words by
active editors, and edits by editors who had been reverted recently [71]. In contrast, editors’ active
contribution experience, measured as the number of days they had been active and the number
of editing sessions they had completed, reduced their likelihood of being reverted although the
number of days since an editor began editing did not [71].

6.4.2 Identifying and Predicting Controversial Articles. To warn editors about controversial ar-
ticles, Wikipedia editors and administrators can manually tag articles as controversial or having
disputed content. With recent advancements in machine learning, researchers have developed ma-
chine learning algorithms to predict levels of controversy, often using the manually applied con-
troversial tags as the ground truth to train and evaluate the machine learning models [104, 212].
Machine learning models that combine multiple indicators can be effective in identifying con-

troversy. The factors that have been linked to article controversy range from the revision history
of article pages and talk pages, to editors’ behaviors and interactions, and collaboration networks
among editors (e.g., [104, 163, 178]). The simple measures often include the number of edits, revi-
sions, unique editors, and anonymous edits on article pages and talk pages [104]. More sophisti-
cated measures include the ratio of deletions to edits, counts of mutual reverts among editors [170],
article-level bipolarity networks showing two groups of editors with opposing views [20]), and col-
laboration networks showing editors’ positive and negative attitudes toward one another [163].

Several patterns are evident across studies. First, the revision history of talk pages is more in-
formative than the revision history of articles pages in predicting controversy. For example, Kittur
et al. [104] found that the top factors predicting article controversy were associated with talk pages,
including the number of revisions, the number of minor edits, and the number of unique editors
on the talk pages.
Second, editors’ interactions and networks, especially negative interactions such as mutual re-

verts, were more informative than simple counts of revisions [170]. Models based on editor net-
works showed significant improvements over models based on statistics of page revisions. Models
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of the number of deleted words between editors outperformed models of simple counts of edits or
editors [178]. Different methods have been used to construct editor networks. Brandes et al. [20]
used deletion of edits to determine negative links between editors and found that controversial
articles often had a network of two clusters of editors with negative views of one another. Sepehri-
Rad and Barbosa [163] used the votes that editors cast in Wikipedia administrator elections to
determine positive and negative connections with a “support” vote indicating agreement and an
“oppose” vote indicating disagreement. A classifier that combined multiple measures of collabora-
tion networks (e.g., # of nodes, # of positive edges, % nodes with high degrees, and triad features)
was the most accurate in predicting article controversy.

Third, controversy is too complex to be measured by a single factor, and the most accurate mod-
els are meta-classifiers that combinemany factors. The termmeta-classifiedwas coined by Sepehri-
Rad and Barbosa [163] although the idea was first explored by Kittur et al. [104] who used “a com-
bination of page metrics” to predict article controversy. Comparison of five models shows that two
meta-classifiers outperformed models of one factor, whether the factor was mutual reverts, bipo-
larity networks, or percentages of deletions among all edits. One of the meta-classifiers combined
the page metrics used by Kittur et al. [104], and a list of features extracted from the collaboration
networks. Jankowski-Lorek et al. [84] achieved the highest performance in predicting article con-
troversy by combining user ratings from theArticle Feedback Tool (AFT)7 and the page metrics
in [104]. The combined model had an F-measure of 84.1%, a precision of 85.1%, and a ROC of 0.91.
An article’s age needs to be considered in order to properly measure controversy. Frequent

changes early in an article’s life may not mean controversy. Instead, editors may be jointly shap-
ing the content and navigating the tension between knowledge creation and retention [95]. Re-
searchers have explored textual analysis of talk page discussion (e.g., presence of negative and
positive words). The method was not very useful for detecting controversial articles but was use-
ful in locating controversial parts of the articles [84].

6.4.3 Formal and Informal Mechanisms to Resolve Conflict. Wikipedia has both formal and in-
formal mechanisms to resolve disagreements and disputes. When conflict occurs, editors typically
try to resolve it via talk page discussions. Several studies have analyzed the argumentation tactics
that editors use to resolve conflict on talk pages. Editors may post to compromise, agree, praise,
advise, disagree, or even personally attack another editor [145]. They can also synthesize previ-
ous discussions, inform each other, ask questions, argue, or express their personal attitudes [53]. A
common practice is to refer toWikipedia policies [162], with themost highly cited policies onCon-
sensus (CON) [193], NPOV [198], and no original research (OR) [145, 199]. Experienced editors
benefited more from citing policies during talk page discussions, which reduced their likelihood of
being reverted, whereas similar gestures had no effects when used by new editors ([71] Table 1).

When editors fail to resolve the disputes on their own, they can request help from other editors.
The options are Third Opinion [202] to get an outside opinion, Requests for Mediation (RfM)
from the Mediation Committee, which is a panel of experienced mediators, and Requests for

Comments (RfCs) by posting a proposal on the article talk page and inviting comments from the
broader community [83]. For example, when a disagreement is about whether to retain or remove
an article, editors can invoke the AfD process [195] and may cite reasons like impact, precedent,
or relevance [132]. An editor first nominates an AfD and provides reasons; other editors then have
seven days to state their opinions. In the end of the period, an administrator reviews the discussion
and decides to keep or delete the article. Most AfD discussions focus on the four factors of nota-
bility, sources, cost of maintenance, and bias [161]. Administrators often function as mediators to

7The AFT is aWikimedia survey for article feedback, to engage readers in the assessment of article quality. Details at [190].
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Table 1. Comparison of Emergent Roles from Four Studies

Roles Welser et al. [184] Liu and Ram [115] Arazy et al. [6] Yang et al. [211]
All-round editors / Substantive Experts All-Round Contributors All-Round Editors Substantive Experts
substantive experts (33%) (21.9%) (41%)
Vandal fighters / Vandal Fighters (6%) Watchdogs (4.6%) Watchdogs (13%) Vandal Fighters
watchdogs
Technical / Technical Editors Copy Editors (25.8%) Copy Editors (12%) Copy Editors
Copy editors (10%) Content justifiers (add Content Shapers Fact Checkers

links & refs) (28.6%) (reorganize text) (4%) (delete edits, links
Cleaners (remove & refs)
sentences, links & refs) Fact Updaters
(9.9%) (modify template

&references)
Social networkers Social Networkers Social Networkers

(trivial percentage)
Other roles Starters (create new Quick-and-Dirty Wiki Gnomes

sentence) (9.2%) Editors (add new (modify wikilinks
content) (11%) & markup)
Layout Shapers
(makeups) (6%)

Data Analyzed Edit history of
1,954 dedicated
editors who joined
before Jan 2004 and
5,839 “new” editors
who joined in
January 2005

Edits on the main
pages of 1,600
articles of various
quality levels in
June 2009

Edits on the main
pages of a stratified
sample of 1,000
articles of various
topics and stages in
January 2012

626,761 revisions
made by 38,520
editors in 172, 740
articles in
December 2014

help involved parties better express and respond to one another. Because Wikipedia discussions
are text-based, mediators can alter the text discussion between conflicting editors (e.g., by strik-
ing through some statements), clarify ambiguity, differentiate between personal and substantive
arguments, and show the editors how their exchanges could be made more constructive [19]. They
can also help manage temporal discontinuities (i.e., when one party is unavailable, the other party
may make misattributions), and reduce power differences among editors [19]. When conflicts get
out of control, administrators can intervene by invoking page protections to restrict edits to the
page [79] or by banning editors. Another mechanism to prevent edit wars is the three-revert rule
saying that, “an editor must not perform more than three reverts ..., in whole or in part, whether
involving the same or different material . . . on a single page within a 24-hour period”.
How effective are these conflict resolution mechanisms? It depends on the mechanisms and

type of editors involved. A key factor is the involvement of editors who are credible, experienced,
and familiar with Wikipedia norms [53, 162]. These experienced and knowledgeable editors can
make persuasive arguments based on precedents and use appropriate rhetoric whereas novices
may formulate their arguments based on personal values and inappropriate analogies [162]. When
disagreements involve experienced editors with a community orientation, such as Wikipedia ad-
ministrators or editors who have contributed many edits to many articles, conflicts are less likely
to escalate [10, 12]. Editor credibility can also shorten the time a discussion takes to reach consen-
sus [94].

The mechanisms that involve polling the community, such as requests for deletions or RfCs
require sufficient participation to be effective. When editors fail to resolve a dispute in local
discussions, they can use bots and noticeboards to publicize the dispute to a larger community and
draw more participants into the discussion [83]. If all goes well, a neutral editor will summarize
the discussion and make a resolution. In practice, about one-third of RfCs never reached a
resolution mostly because of lack of participation. The lack of participation may be caused
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by multiple factors, such as poorly articulated statements, lack of interest from editors, long
discussion threads, or excessive bickering in the discussion, which makes it hard for third parties
to understand the dispute [83].
Sometimes effective conflict resolution requires not only sufficient participation but also the

right composition of editors. For example, studies of AfD decisions have shown that decisionsmade
by large groups of editors with more diverse tenure were less likely to be overturned later [110].
Unfortunately, in practice, the AfD decisions are often made by “a small number of longstanding
users” with only 26% of all deletion discussions including newcomers, and only 18% of discussions
involving the article creators (18%) [56]. At the same time, the involvement of newcomers can be
beneficial only to a certain degree. Decisions made with the participation of too many newcomers
are more likely to be overturned than decisions made with fewer newcomers [110]. Part of the
reason may be that newcomers struggle to understand the deletion process and/or misinterpret
criteria such as notability and reliable sources [162].

6.4.4 The Impact of Conflict on Collaboration Outcomes. In contrast to the volume of research
on predicting conflict and conflict resolution mechanisms, there is much less research on the im-
pact of conflict on collaboration outcomes. The organizational behavior literature differentiates
three types of conflict: task, affective, and process [87, 143]. Some researchers argue that task con-
flict in Wikipedia serves as “generative friction that is regulated by references to policy” [145] and
is part of the coordination effort with the community to improve the quality of articles. When
managed well, task conflict can improve article quality by helping to integrate diverse perspec-
tives via “creative abrasion” [10]. In other words, task conflict can positively moderate the effects
of diverse perspectives on article quality. The same study, however, shows a direct negative ef-
fect of task conflict on article quality [10]. Content analysis of talk page discussions showed that
differences in editors’ viewpoints could escalate into personal attacks. Although conflict is only
five percent of talk page discussion, it can negatively affect article quality, especially when task
conflict escalates into affective conflict or process conflict [12]. Interestingly, conflict also affects
readers’ perceptions of article quality. An experiment with Amazon Mechanical Workers showed
that readers rated article quality lower when talk page discussions involving conflict appeared
alongside the article content [173]. When the editors resolved the conflict through compromise or
collaboration, the negative effects disappeared.
Conflict negatively influences editors’ willingness to contribute and the effects are greater for

new and female editors than more experienced and male editors [34]. Editors who contribute to
controversial articles are more likely to stop contributing toWikipedia [20], possibly due to frustra-
tions with long debates, personal attacks, and edit wars. Compared to male editors, female editors
were more likely to cite conflict with other editors and fear of criticism as reasons for not con-
tributing [34]. Newcomers were more likely to have their edits reverted and hence demoralized,
especially when the deletions or reverts were performed by a more experienced editor or done
without sufficient explanations [72]. When editors continued to contribute after being reverted,
their likelihood of being reverted in the future decreased, suggesting they were learning either to
be cautious or to produce better quality work [72].
How the revert is done also matters. One way of mitigating the negative effects of reverts is to

provide explanations, which can be done by a human editor or by an automated quality control
program. Tools like Huggle and Twinkle can expedite the speed with which vandalism gets re-
verted [47]), sometimes in the order of minutes [58], they also increase the chance of “good faith”
newcomers getting reverted [70]. Personalized messages showing sympathy or acknowledging
good faith compared to short, generic messages can mitigate the negative impact of warnings [47].
Overall, reverts have been shown as a double-edged sword. They may increase article quality by
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removing low-quality work and helping editors learn about community norms, but they can also
drive valuable editors away [72].
Future research directions.Conflict is among the most studied aspects ofWikipedia collaboration,

although most work focuses on predicting controversy and conflict resolution mechanisms. We
need more research on the impact of conflict on article quality. Talk page discussion provides a
rich setting to study how conflict unfolds over time and the effects of conflict on editors and article
quality. Much of the coding and analysis of talk page discussion focused on classifying the rhetoric
and tactics, and future research should aim at characterizing the process in which conflict arises,
escalates, subsides, and eventually gets resolved. How do different types of conflict manifest in talk
page discussions? What tools can help detect conflict in talk page discussion and intervene before
it escalates? What intelligent tools can be developed to classify types of conflict and recommend
appropriate actions?

6.5 How Does Wikipedia Socialize Newcomers?

Attracting and retaining new editors is crucial to Wikipedia’s long-term sustainability. As
Wikipedia becomes larger andmore sophisticated, newcomers struggle to understand how itworks
and its complex rules. Newcomer recruitment and retention became especially crucial after active
editorship8 peaked in 2007 and began declining afterward [169]. We identified 21 articles related
to newcomers and their socialization. The studies have focused on the challenges faced by new-
comers and the effectiveness of newcomer socialization programs, most of which were developed
or implemented between 2010 and 2019.

6.5.1 Newcomer Behaviors and Transitions to Becoming a Wikipedian. The existing literature
features two schools of thought related to newcomer socialization, that is, how editors become
Wikipedians or committedWikipedia editors. According to [21], novices go through a socialization
process to become Wikipedians. They start as readers visiting Wikipedia to gather information,
then edit in domains of personal interest, and finally broaden participation beyond editing individ-
ual articles to contributing to the large community. In the process, they may start using tools like
watchlists to track changes to articles or participate in WikiProjects. Some editors change from
seeing Wikipedia as “a collective of articles with random people adding information” to seeing
Wikipedia as a community; being a Wikipedian becomes part of their identity [21].

According to [146], Wikipedians are born, not made, with large differences between occasional
editors and Wikipedians on the first day that they started participating. Most editors maintained
their initial levels of contribution over time. Several other studies support this observation. For
instance, survival analyses of new editors showed two clusters: occasional editors who continued
to contribute to Wikipedia for less than eight hours versus customary editors who contributed for
two to twenty weeks or longer [215]. There is history-dependence in editing, with early editing
behaviors predicting subsequent behaviors both in terms of quantity and quality of contributions
and types of activities that editors perform [4]. Editors who performed a variety of tasks in their
first weekswere subsequently involved in a greater variety of tasks, such as editing, article creation,
administrative activities, and vandal fighting [4].
We would like to point out that the two schools of thought do not necessarily contradict one

another. BornWikipedians, that is, editors who startedwith higher levels of activities, may bemore
likely to engage in peripheral participation by experimenting with editing articles and using tools,
than editors with lower levels of activities. In the online environments, the process of peripheral
participation may be compressed or expedited and hence not as visible. The key question here is

8An active editor is defined as having made five or more edits in a given month.
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not which theory wins, but how nature (natural propensity) and nurture (socialization) interact
to influence editors’ levels of contribution. Both studies were observational making it difficult to
tease apart the influence of nature and nurture.

6.5.2 Wikipedia’s Resistance to Newcomers and Newcomers’ Challenges. As Wikipedia grew
larger and more complicated, newcomer retention declined and became a community chal-
lenge [70, 72]. Part of the challenge is to help newcomers learn the ropes. For instance, about
29.4% of the Articles for Creation (AfC) [191] drafts created by newcomers were never submit-
ted for review [159], possibly because newcomers did not understand the draft submission process.
New editors are more likely to make edits that violate Wikipedia policies or take the article in a
direction that differs from its initial one. As a result, they may have their work reverted.
Wikipedia’s newcomer retention challenge reflects a universal tension in online communities

between protecting an existing community andmaking newcomers feel welcomed and appreciated.
As the number of active editors peaked in 2007, the community shifted its focus from growing
the community to assuring article quality and reinforcing norms. While new editors’ contribution
quality remained stable overWikipedia’s history, the likelihood that good faith edits by newcomers
were reverted had grown. As a result, the survival rate of newcomers had fallen substantially [70].
One study showed that the percentage of editors who made 10 or more edits and remained active
a year after their joining dropped from about 40% in 2004 to about 10% in 2009 [31]. The adoption
of automated tools made the matter worse. In 2011, over 80% of new editors experienced their first
interaction within Wikipedia as a message from a bot, up from 40% in 2006, and the majority of
these messages were notifications about what the new editors had done wrong [70].

6.5.3 Newcomer Socialization Programs. Newcomer socialization is the process of helping new
members learn the attitudes and behaviors to adjust to their role or the environment [30]. New
editors in Wikipedia face many challenges as they adapt to both the technical infrastructure and
the norms of the community. They need to learn “the nuts and bolts of editing and interacting
through a wiki” ([137] p. 264) and feel part of the Wikipedia community [21]. Socialization can be
done in a standardized way, providing a common set of experiences for all newcomers, or in an in-
dividualized way, varying across individuals and directed by the newcomers themselves [30, 136].

Research on Wikipedia newcomer socialization has focused on two themes: analyzing exist-
ing socialization programs and developing new ones. Studies of existing programs suggest that
personalized communication was more effective than standardized communication in retaining
new editors. For instance, Choi et al. [30] analyzed the project talk pages and user talk pages of
50 WikiProjects and identified seven socialization tactics: invitations to join, welcome messages,
requests to work on project-related tasks, offers of assistance, positive feedback, constructive crit-
icism, and personal comments. Although newcomers’ contributions generally declined over time,
receiving personalized welcome messages, assistance, and constructive criticism slowed down the
decline, whereas standardized invitations to join the project led to steeper declines in newcomers’
contributions.
Adopt-a-user is a socialization program created in 2006 and has had mixed success [135]. The

program recruited 749 editors, who joined between 2006 and 2011 and were seeking mentors, and
matched them with mentors. Communication between newcomers and their mentors predicted
the amount of editing done by newcomers. Meanwhile, analyses of the communication suggests
that mentors did not offer the breadth of services traditionally associated with mentorship.
Mentors were largely reactive by answering questions and demonstrating their expertise, and
provided limited counseling and friendship development. It was partially due to the public nature
of communication and Wikipedia’s policies against too much socializing (see the policy that
“Wikipedia is not a blog, web hosting service, social networking service, or memorial site”) [204].
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In recent years, a number of socialization programs have been developed and evaluated to ad-
dress the editor decline issue. Some of the programs are task-oriented, and others are socially
oriented or both. Article for Creation provides a safe space for new editors to draft and submit
new articles, and have the articles reviewed against minimum quality guidelines before they are
published [159]. The Wikipedia Adventure is an interactive game that helps new editors accom-
plish seven task-oriented missions, such as setting up a profile page, communicating with other
editors, making edits to articles, adding citations, and so on, and earning badges for the completed
missions [136]. MoodBar, introduced between 2011 and 2013, allowed new editors to share their
“mood” about their first editing experience (e.g., happy, sad, or confused) on a public dashboard
and receive replies from a team of experienced editors [31]. The Teahouse provides socialization
opportunities for new editors and creates a “safe zone” for interactive community support. New
editors create a profile, introduce themselves, and have their questions answered by hosts screened
for friendliness [126].
Many of these programs showed promise as well as challenges in newcomer socialization. Al-

though editors often evaluated their experiences with the socialization programs as engaging, en-
joyable, and useful, these subjectively positive experiences did not translate to positive effects on
newcomer retention or contribution. For example, new editors perceived theWikipedia Adventure
game as engaging yet completing the game did not change their contribution [136]. The Article for
Creation program decreased, rather than increased, new editors’ productivity [159]. Use of Mood-
Bar was associated with higher retention, yet most of the benefits occurred when a newcomer
received a useful reply from existing editors [31]. Among all the new programs, Teahouse was
the most effective and the only one evaluated using a controlled experiment to establish causality.
Surveys of Teahouse visitor suggest that they liked the friendly atmosphere, ease of use, and the
promptness and quality of the answers they received [126]. Archival analyses show that compared
to non-visitors, Teahouse visitors made more edits, edited more articles, edited for longer periods,
and participated more in discussion spaces, and these effects were observed for both low-activity
and high-activity newcomers [126]. A controlled intent-to-treat experiment confirmed that editors
who were invited to Teahouse were more likely to remain active 3–4 weeks after registration and
make five or more edits between 2-6 months after registration [131].

The Wiki Education (Wiki Ed) Projectis another program with some success. It is an online
program, started by WMF, where college instructors can assign students in their classes to edit
Wikipedia articles. It is a comprehensive socialization program, with practices such as tutorial and
training, a clear timetable of tasks to perform, constructive guidance fromWikimedia staff, and co-
hort support [114]. A study comparing 16,819 new student editors in 770Wiki Ed classes with new
editors who joined Wikipedia in the conventional way shows that Wiki Ed students made more
edits, performed at higher quality, and were twice as likely to continue editing Wikipedia a year
after theWiki Ed program [114]. Besides the new programs we described above, the WMF Growth
Team has also experimented with other initiatives, such as simplifying account creation [180], pro-
viding feedback to new editors after they had made 10 edits [151], and providing in-context editing
instructions and providing new editors suggestions about tasks they could complete [68].

6.5.4 Challenges with Wikipedia Newcomer Socialization. Newcomer socialization is a critical
yet formidable mission for Wikipedia. What makes Wikipedia newcomer socialization so hard?
The literature we reviewed suggest three tensions in newcomer socialization.

Tension between scale and personalization: An effective socialization program needs to be
interactive, social, and personalized (e.g., receiving a personalized welcome message or a reply
from an experienced editor) [30]. Yet personalized initiatives are difficult to scale because they
require human efforts. Messages delivered by bots are highly scalable but may be ineffective or
even detrimental to newcomer retention [70].
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Tension between investment in human capital versus production: Both newcomers and old-timers
have limited time to volunteer at Wikipedia. The time newcomers spend on training and the time
that experienced editors spend on mentoring takes time away from editing articles. Laborious
socialization programs like the seven missions in TheWikipedia Adventure Game reduce the time
that newcomers have to edit articles [136]. Because most newcomers drop out shortly after making
their first edits [126, 146], experienced editorsmay prefer to spend their time editing articles, which
has more certain and immediate payoffs than mentoring newcomers.
Tension between visibility and psychological safety:Wikipedia sandbox illustrates the tension be-

tween community visibility and psychology safety. It provides a safe environment for newcomers
to experiment with editing articles before their work is made visible to the Wikipedia community.
While this safe space shields newcomers from reverts and hostile interactions, it also diminishes
the impact of their work, eliminates the opportunity to receive positive feedback, and prevents
them from experiencing the collaborative spirit of Wikipedia.
Future research directions. More research is needed to reconcile the two schools of thought on

“Wikipedians are born, not made” versus the process of moving from peripheral participation to
becoming Wikipedians [21, 113]. Wikipedia editors seem to have not strictly followed the reader-
to-leader framework [152], including the progression from being a reader to becoming an editor
and then a leader. Instead, editors often skip intermediate steps in their upward role transition and
gaining of privileges [11]. It is possible that there is not a universal model of growth and progres-
sion for editors. New editors differ in their motivations and hence follow different trajectories to
become committed Wikipedians.
Future research should continue developing socialization programs that can balance the trade-

offs between scalability and personalization, human capital and production, and visibility and psy-
chological safety. For instance, the WikiEd experiment suggests a new possibility of cohort social-
ization among newcomers that can be effective and scale well [114]. It can potentially address all
three tradeoffs. Meanwhile, there needs to be more studies of Wikipedia’s anti-social culture and
its impact on newcomers and the community as a whole. The existing culture explicitly discour-
ages non-task oriented socializing among editors (e.g., encouraging only work discussion on user
pages and discouraging social networking or amusement). As we mentioned in the motivations
section, editors have many motivations including identity, community, and social benefits. Many
new editors genuinely want to help and are capable of it. The challenge is to balance the need to
nurture newcomers with the need to maintain Wikipedia as a quality encyclopedia. Some promis-
ing directions may include algorithms to identify good faith editors who are more likely to become
Wikipedians and intelligent conversational agents to manage personalization and scalability.

7 WIKIPEDIA COLLABORATION EMERGENT STATES

7.1 What Roles Do Editors Assume?

In traditional organizations, roles refer to a set of behavioral expectations attached to a position
in an organized set of social relationships [166]. Although there are few formal roles in Wikipedia
except for administrators, research has identified various informal or emergent roles that editors
can voluntarily assume. These informal roles do not necessarily constrain or enable actions; in-
stead, they represent common behavioral patterns [9]. We reviewed 11 articles, most of which
used mixed methods to classify roles, examine the dynamic evolution of roles and editors’ role-
taking behaviors, and the impact of editors’ roles on article quality.
Research on formal roles has focused on the access that editors have to various privileges that

allow them to take action. For instance, Arazy et al. [9] examined the power relationships among
editors by coding editors’ privileges [203]. They identified 12 formal roles, including Benevolent
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Dictator (JimmyWelsh), Directors (who provide oversight to theWikimedia organization), Privacy
Commissioners (who investigate complaints about violations of privacy policy), a Security Force
(who can hide page revisions and map user accounts to IP addresses), Administrators (who can
delete and protect pages, block and unblock users, and edit fully protected pages), and registered
users. The vast majority (99.7%) of the 4.9 million editors in 2012were registered users who have no
privileges but can edit most unprotected pages. Unregistered users are those who have not created
an account and are only identified by IP address. They can edit unprotected pages but they cannot
create new articles. Editors with different access privileges have different patterns of editing. For
example, new editors primarily make changes to the article pages, administrators focus more on
coordination work and editing talk pages, and security forces focus more on policy creation and
enforcement [11].

Research on informal roles has focused on identifying the prototypical activities or common
patterns of contribution that characterize each role, using either human annotators or machine
learning algorithms (e.g., [6, 115, 184, 211]. Early research started with classifying editing activi-
ties (e.g., [40, 107] by analyzing the types of edits on article pages, article talk pages, user pages,
user talk pages as well as structures of communication networks. For instance, Kriplean et al. [107]
identified 42 activities and grouped them into six categories of editing work, social and community
support, border patrol, quality control, administration, andmeta-content such as building tools and
templates. Daxenberger and Gurevych [40] identified a different set of task categories including
creating or moving articles, adding, deleting or modifying article contents, fixing typos and gram-
mar errors, rephrasing and restructuring existing text, adding, deleting or modifying hyperlinks,
adding, deleting or modifying references, adding, deleting or modifying Wiki markup, adding or
removing vandalism, and so on. Using these task categories, researchers have identified a number
of informal roles shown in Table 1 [6, 115, 184, 211]. We see four dominant and consistent roles
from these studies.
The first role is substantive experts or all-round editors who provide substantive contents by

adding information, links, references, and makeups to article pages [6, 211]. These are called all-
round editors because they make many kinds of edits to article pages. Editors assuming this role
also have a high rate of posting to article talk pages to explain, justify and discuss their edits [184].

The second role is technical editors including copy editors. Welser et al. [184] defined techni-
cal editors as those who work on incremental improvements and maintenance of Wikipedia arti-
cles. Their activities include small changes such as fixing spelling and grammar errors, rephras-
ing and reorganizing sentences, checking facts and links, and building templates. Other studies
have split technical editors into more granular roles such as fact checkers who delete information,
links, and references [211], content shapers who organize the content, and layout shapers who fix
markups [6], and content justifiers who add links and references [115]. Technical editors typically
focus most of the work on the article pages.
The third role is watchdogs or vandal fighters who specialize in fighting vandalism and blocking

vandals [6, 115, 211]. Vandal fighters have moderately high levels of article page edits, followed by
edits on user and Wikipedia pages because blocking vandals requires a post to the user page.
The fourth role is social networkers who make frequent use of communication features like arti-

cle talk pages and user talk pages [184, 211]. These editors spend limited time editing articles and
focus primarily on user pages, user talk pages, and Wikipedia pages where community building
and support happen.
Two studies reported the distribution of editors across roles. The majority of editors were either

substantive editors (22–41%), technical editors (16–64%), or vandal fighters (5–13%), with few being
social networkers [6, 115, 184]. Differences in the percentages are likely due to the differences
in the granular activities that define the role and different study periods. Prior studies have also
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uncovered additional roles such as starterswho create new sentences [115], quick-and-dirty editors
who focus on adding new content to articles [6], and layout shapers or Wiki Gnomes who fix
markup languages [211].

Although the distribution of these roles is relatively stable, many editors change roles over
time. Arazy et al. [6] referred to this phenomenon as turbulent stability, meaning the roles that an
individual editor takes shift over time while the social structure of Wikipedia roles remains stable.
Measuring roles as clusters of access privileges, Arazy et al. [6] found that about 34% of editors
changed roles, and role transitions occurred both horizontally (same-level but different privileges
such as Border Patrol to Quality Assurance) and vertically (gaining or losing privileges). About 90%
of role transitionswere vertical, with 80% of these being upward transitions inwhich editors gained
privileges [11]. In addition, as an articlematured, the percentages of all-round contributors, content
shapers, and layout shapers often declined while the percentages of quick-and-dirty editors and
vandal fighters increased [6]. The work of copy editors remained stable in an article’s life cycle.
Researchers have also examined the roles that editors occupied across articles. The majority of
editors (89.1%) assumed a single role in a single article, compared to 7.4% of assuming multiple
roles in multiple articles, 3.3% of assuming a single role in multiple articles, and 0.3% of assuming
multiple roles within one article (0.3%) [7].
A smaller number of studies have examined how editors occupying different roles affect article

quality [211]. Contributions from substantive experts and articles dominated by all-round contrib-
utors are associated with higher quality [115, 211], because these types of editors not only insert
information but also include links and references to justify the newly inserted content. For the
same reason, articles dominated by content justifiers also have relatively high quality. In contrast,
articles with amixture of all-round contributors, content justifiers, and starters tend to vary in qual-
ity and articles dominated by casual contributors or starters are often of questionable quality [115].
Furthermore, the impact of roles changes as an article matures and its quality increases, with the
role of substantive experts becoming less important and the role of Wiki gnomes or editors doing
cleanup works becoming more important [211].
Future research directions. Research on roles has provided a good understanding of what roles

have emerged, editors’ role-taking behaviors, and the impact of the roles on article quality. One
fruitful future direction is to understand editors’ awareness and perceptions of various roles and
the dynamics of editors in different roles collaborating with one another. For instance, to what
degree are editors aware of each other’s roles and experiences and how does such knowledge af-
fect the way they communicate and collaborate with one another? Research on teams in traditional
organizations has shown the importance of transactivememory to team effectiveness, that is, meta-
knowledge of who knowswhat and how it affects coordinate and trust amongmembers [154]. Does
similar metaknowledge exists and affects Wikipedia collaboration? Editors in different roles can
employ role-specific tools, and future research can investigate how the use of these role-specific
tools influence work quality (e.g., do citation tools have different impact on the work of all-around
contributors vs. copy editor) and improve the designs of these tools.

8 WIKIPEDIA COLLABORATION OUTPUTS

8.1 What Factors Influence Editors’ Contribution?

We reviewed 38 studies that examined three streams of research related to contribution: measur-
ing the quantity and quality of editor contribution, different types of contributions and unequal
distribution of contribution across editors, and factors that affect editor contribution.

8.1.1 Measuring Contribution—BothQuantity andQuality. Two common measures of quantity
are edit counts and text counts. Edit counts include the number of edits or revisions an editormakes.
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Text counts include the amount of text added or removed. Both measures have their limitations.
Because edits vary in size, edit counts may not accurately reflect the amount of work an editor
contributes. In comparison, text counts fail to capture spell checking or content restructuring,
which do not addmuch text but add value. A third, relatively newmeasure of contribution quantity
is edit sessions, which measure labor hours [57]. An edit session is a sequence of edits made by
an editor without a long break (e.g., more than an hour) between edits. Long sessions indicate
dedicated editing. There have been hybrid measures to account for both quantity and quality of
contribution, with quality operationalized by the number of subsequent revisions over which an
edit persists [1, 71, 146, 153]. The logic is that an edit that lasts a long time is of higher quality than
edits that are quickly changed or reverted by subsequent editors.
There has been research to categorize types of contribution. For instance, Pfeil et al. [149] identi-

fied 13 categories of contributions such as adding information, adding link, clarifying information
(e.g., rewording existing content), deleting information, deleting links, fixing links, restructuring
or formatting articles, fixing grammar or spelling, marking–up text, and returning an article to an
earlier state (e.g., reverting vandalism). They found the most frequent contributions were adding
links and adding information. Other researchers have identified the social roles of editors who
specialize in different types of contributions [184, 211]. In general, composite measures combining
both quantity and quality such as total edit longevity have been shown to be robust, able to differ-
entiate positive and negative contributions like vandalism, and reward multiple types of positive
contributions [1].

8.1.2 Distribution and Patterns of Editor Contribution. The literature highlights several interest-
ing patterns around editor contribution. The first is unequal contribution among editors. There is
robust evidence that editors’ contribution follows a power law distribution, where the majority of
edits are contributed by a small group of editors, e.g., 1% of editors contribute 55% of the edits [169]
or a Gini index of 0.94 showing highly uneven contributions [144]. This unequal distribution also
applies to automated bots. While bots overall contribute about 15% of the content at Wikipedia, a
small number of bots contribute substantially more than the long tail of other bots [62, 168].

The second pattern is the temporal change in the distribution of editors’ contributions over
time. The influence of elite editors (i.e., administrators or editors with more than 10,000 edits)
rose after Wikipedia’s launch in 2001 and then declined after 2004, as large numbers of more
peripheral and casual editors joinedWikipedia. This phenomenon has been referred to as “the rise
of bourgeoisie” [101]. The number of active editors and article growth both peaked in 2007 and
gradually declined afterward [169]. During this period of decline, elite editors continued to invest
substantive efforts, with many dedicated editors working as much as eight hours per day. This
suggests that much of the decline after 2007 was a result of low recruitment and retention of the
more casual editors [57].
The third pattern is the importance of an editor’s contribution at the beginning of their par-

ticipation on Wikipedia. Several studies have shown that editors’ contributions in their first 24
to 48 hours are predictive of their long-term contribution and retention; as a result, researchers
have concluded that “Wikipedians are born, not made” [146]. New editors establish their levels
of contribution in their early days, with Wikipedians (i.e., people who become heavy contribu-
tors) showing significantly higher quantity and quality of contribution in their early days than
non-Wikipedians (i.e., those who become casual editors [4, 146, 215]. The casual editors typically
only contributed a day or less before disappearing whereas Wikipedians continued contributing
for two to twenty weeks or longer [215]. This pattern is also true for the types of contribution.
Editors who performed a variety of tasks in their first weeks were involved in a greater variety of
tasks, such as editing, article creation, administrative activities, and vandal fighting, over time [4].
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8.1.3 Factors that Affect Editor Contribution. A third research stream focuses on factors that
affect editor contribution, such as editor characteristics, feedback, identification with Wikipedia,
connections with other editors, and external events. Editor motivation is also a key factor that
affects contribution and we addressed it in the section on motivation. Among the various factors,
two are especially worth noting.
One factor is editors’ experiences with the Wikipedia community, such as the feedback they

receive, their affiliation with WikiProjects, and their social connections with other editors [220].
Although receiving feedback should increase contribution in theory, the actual effects are nuanced
and contingent upon the type of feedback and the editors’ experience. Editors who received neg-
ative feedback (e.g., warnings and reprimands) or directive feedback (e.g., instructions, assigned
tasks, or goals) contributed more to the articles on which they received the feedback but this boost
in contribution did not generalize to other articles. In contrast, editors who received positive feed-
back (e.g., acknowledgments and rewards) or social feedback (e.g., social support or personal con-
nections) contributed more toWikipedia in general [220]. Interestingly, these differential effects of
feedback occurred only to relatively new editors but not to more experienced editors. WikiProject
affiliation also influences editors’ contribution. Joining a WikiProject slightly increased editors’
edits to Wikipedia as a whole, and significantly increased their contributions to the articles within
the scope of the project [103]. The impact also depends on the nature of editors’ pre-existing
connections with the project. Editors with either identity-based attachment to a WikiProject (i.e.,
having interests aligned with the topics of the WikiProject) or bonds-based attachment (having
interacted with other project members) had higher levels of contribution and a lower likelihood
of withdrawal; bonds-based attachments had stronger effects than the identity-based ones [213].
Another factor that may influence editor contribution to certain articles or topics is the occur-

rence of current, external events, such as breaking news, natural disasters, sports game results, the
death of famous people, and ongoing social movements, all of which can drive contributions to
the articles covering these topics (e.g., [97, 112]). Intense co-editing activities often happened right
after the occurrence of an external event and then decayed over time. This pattern has been shown
across multiple events, such as the “tohoku earthquake and tsunami” [97], the “Egyptian revolu-
tion” [48], “2012 deaths” [99], and “Black Lives Matter” [176]. The spike in editing occurred on
both article main pages and talk pages [48]. Another interesting pattern is that editors working on
these current-event articles collaborated across articles and not just within a single article [97–99].
For example, following the Trayvon Martin shooting, which galvanized the Black Lives Matter

(BLM) movement, 50% of editors who contributed to the top-10 articles in the category also edited
non-top 10 articles. They also visited old BLM articles while working on newly created ones [176].
The impact of external current events is not always positive. When football teams lose, their fans
reduce contribution to football-related pages onWikipedia [112], and the reduction is greater when
the loss is by a larger margin or to a rival team.
Future research directions. We see two future directions: a macro one and a micro one. At the

macro level, we need more longitudinal research of the evolution of Wikipedia as a whole as well
as editor behaviors and various collaboration processes. Similar to organizations and other social
entities, online collaboration projects like Wikipedia have their own life cycles and go through
different stages of growth and decline [169]. Editors behaviors and interaction dynamics may differ
across the different stages. We need more research to identify and characterize the various life
stages and more studies like Arazy et al. [6], which examine the dynamics of editors assuming
different roles over time. At the micro level, we need more research on how editors choose their
contribution types and tasks, i.e., how editors decide which articles to edit and the types of work
they perform. Prior research has shown great variety in editors’ contribution patterns, with most
editors contributing to a single or a few articles, a subset of editors contributing to many articles,
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and the most central editors making many contributions to many articles [97]. How do editors
decide which articles to edit and which tasks to perform? Is the article choice a random process or
guided by heuristics or tools? These questions are important to understand because they provide
insights about why certain tasks or topics may struggle to attract editors. The insights can also
provide implications for the design of tools to match editors with tasks and encourage future
contribution.

8.2 What Predicts ArticleQuality?

Quality is the most frequently studied area of Wikipedia research. We classified 36 articles in this
category, most of which centered around measuring the quality of edits or articles and explaining
what leads to high quality.

8.2.1 Measuring and Predicting Article Quality. Quality is a multi-dimensional concept in the
context of Wikipedia articles. High article quality requires accuracy of and up-to-date informa-
tion presented with a NPOV, completeness of coverage, and comprehensibility of writing [124].
Article quality has been assessed using both manual and automated methods. Manual methods in-
clude expert and crowdsourced ratings (e.g., [85]), and typically can achieve better accuracy than
automated methods [171]. One example of expert ratings is WikiProject Editorial Team Assess-
ment [194], in which editors manually review and assign articles to one of seven quality classes
(Stub, Start, C-class, B-class, Good Article, A-class, and Featured). As Wikipedia grew larger, man-
ual methods were difficult to scale and barely kept up with the growth in the number of articles
and changes in them.
Several studies proposed automated/machine-learning methods of determining article quality,

generally using the Editorial Team Assessment’s manual ratings as the ground truth. The auto-
matedmethods used several classes of features to predict article quality, including article attributes
like length, process features like reverts or persistence of the text in an article, editor attributes,
interactions among the editors, and editing patterns over the article’s lifecycle. Article length is in-
cluded in most automated measurements and is highly associated with human judgments of article
quality [81]. Other article attributes include the number of headings as a signal of the article struc-
ture and the number of references, images, and Wikilinks to assess an article’s completeness [183].
Process features such as the number of reverts, number of revisions per editor, and percentages of
anonymous users, improved quality predictions and were more accurate in predicting the quality
of controversial articles than models with only article attributes [42]. Persistent edits (i.e., ones not
changed or deleted by subsequent editors) are an indicator of higher-quality work, and the num-
ber of persistent edits made to an article is a better predictor of article quality than the number of
transient edits [209].
Several editor attributes predict both article quality and the quality of individual edits, such as

the number of editors who have contributed to an article and the quantity and quality of their work.
High-quality articles had twice as many editors as low-quality articles [43]. Editors’ prior levels
of contribution and experience were also important in predicting article quality. Both the propor-
tion of articles to which the editors had contributed that were of high quality and the number of
edits they made predicted high-quality articles [18]. The quality of editors’ prior contribution also
matters. High-quality editors tended to produce more long-lived contributions [37]. Using the per-
sistence of an editor’s edits to measure editor “authority,” Hu et al. [81] show that the authority of
the editors who introduced contents predicted article quality. In addition, the quality of reviewers,
i.e., editors who read the original content without changing it, also predicted article quality.
Prior collaboration among editors is another useful predictor of article quality, and co-editing

networks show the degree to which editors have previously co-edited articles [43]. The existence
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of a link between two editors indicates they had both edited at least one article and the edge weight
indicates the number of articles they had co-edited. The co-editing networks of high-quality arti-
cles were both denser and had higher weights than the networks of low-quality articles, implying
that the articles were more likely to be of high quality if more of the contributing editors had
collaborated in the past and if the collaborations were more frequent [43].

8.2.2 Explaining Article Quality. Many factors can influence article quality, including the num-
ber of editors, their levels of contribution, their expertise on the article’s topic, and coordination
among editors. Some of these factors overlap with those we mentioned earlier in measuring and
predicting article quality. We mentioned some of the factors in earlier sections on coordination
and roles. In this section, we try to consolidate and recap all into one summary.
The first set of factors includes the number of edits and editors. Featured Articles have a larger

number of edits made by more unique editors than non-Featured Articles, after controlling for
article’s age and popularity [207]. Factors such as article visibility can influence the number of
edits and editors, and visible articles tend to attract more editors and edits. Hence, a small number
of articles on topics of high interest to the Wikipedia community can attract a disproportionately
number of edits [207]. Some studies have shown a curvilinear relationship between the number
of editors and article quality, with additional contributors increase quality up to a point and then
more contributors detract from the quality [96].
The second factor is the breadth of the editors’ experience, which can be measured by the number

of articles to which an editor has contributed. Editors’ breadth of expertise from editing different
articles and topics can help improve article quality [105]. Interestingly, Kane and Ransbotham [96]
studied the affiliation networks among article of the Medicine WikiProject and found that articles
that shared editors with high-quality articles tend to have higher quality, partially because the
diverse knowledge and experiences of the editors improved quality.
The third factor is the roles that editors play, which represent the type of work they contribute

to an article. In particular, articles that are dominated by all-round contributors and substantive
editors tend to be of higher quality than articles dominated by casual contributors and protectors
who revert vandalism [115]. Articles dominated by copy-editors are also of disproportionately high
quality [115].
The fourth factor is coordination among editors. Coordination may occur within articles (e.g.,

via discussion on talk pages) or across articles (via WikiProject discussion). High-quality articles
have more intense coordination via discussion pages than low-quality articles [207]. Adding more
editors to an article is only beneficial to the extent that they can effectively coordinate their work,
e.g., by having a few editors structure an article before others pitch in to help expand it [102].
This form of coordination, referred to as implicit coordination or editing inequality, is positively
associated with article quality [8, 102]. In comparison, discussion via talk pages, referred to as
explicit coordination, is more effective when fewer editors are contributing [102].
There have been multiple quality-improvement interventions to mobilize editors to improve

Wikipedia articles, such as the “Collaborations of the Week,” which organizes WikiProject mem-
bers to improve a small set of designated articles, and WikiCup contests, in which editors score
points for achieving specific tasks. Surprisingly, although these interventions improved arti-
cle quality, a greater number of contributors was associated with a smaller increase in qual-
ity [105, 182]. One possible reason for the negative association may be the difficulty of coordi-
nating large groups of contributors. Simply drawing attention to quality improvement projects
do not guarantee quality improvement without clear incentives and task structure. Interventions
where editors work individually or in small groups were more effective than interventions where
editors work in large groups [182].
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The fifth factor is the prior collaboration network among editors working on an article. A link
between two editors may indicate either they had previously contributed to the same article or
that they had exchangedmessages via user pages. Measuring prior collaboration as interactions on
user pages, Nemoto et al. [138] showed that more centralized and cohesive collaboration networks
among editors increased both the likelihood and the speed of article promotion to Good Article or
Featured Article status. Greater centralization of the collaboration networks implies the existence
of an editor connected with many other editors, and greater cohesiveness implies the existence
of small clusters of interconnected editors. Article quality is associated with more centralized and
cohesive collaboration networks.
The sixth factor is the timing of edits. High-quality articles often experienced a period of highly

intensive editing before they acquired either GoodArticle or FeaturedArticle status [209]. Featured
Articles on average contained high–quality content approximately 86% of the time over their life
cycles and this value increased to 99% during the last 50 revisions of the articles [86]. So not only
did high-quality articles receive more edits from editors over their development, they also tended
to quickly converge in periods of intense editing to a high-quality final version.

8.2.3 Vandalism—A Significant Threat to Article Quality. We found two articles related to van-
dalism and included them here because vandalism is the antithesis of quality work. The first article
is a literature review of 67 research articles on vandalism in Wikipedia that were published from
2007 to 2015 [174]. Almost 60% of the research reviewed aimed to develop automated methods
to detect vandalism (40 articles), followed by research on “the less important quality control of
Wikipedia content (12% of articles), content analysis (6% of articles), and prevention (3% of arti-
cles). Unfortunately, for the purposes of the current article, Tramullas et al. [174] did not reach any
substantive conclusions about the relationship between vandalism and article quality. The second
article examined different types of vandalism and associated damage [153]. They identified seven
types of damage, such as misinformation, mass deletion, partial deletion, offensive language, spam,
nonsense, and others. Damage was assessed as the number of views on the article before the van-
dalism was repaired. Approximately 42% of damage was fixed quickly, within one article view, and
other incidents took much longer, e.g., up to 35 hours or even 3 months. The impact of vandalism
also depended on how often it occurred and how hard it was to detect automatically. For example,
mass deletion is easy to detect and can therefore be easily repaired. In comparison, insertion of
offensive content and misinformation are considered highly damaging because they are common,
hard to detect, and detrimental to article quality.
Future research directions. There are two promising future directions for article quality. The first

direction is the development of automated tools to both predict article quality and to identify areas
to improve articles, e.g., missing links or problematic writing. This requires making the prediction
algorithms transparent so that they can reveal the factors that are associated with low article
quality and hence that need improvement. The second direction is to understand the motivations
behind the people who vandalize article. For example, why do vandals engage in their damaging
behaviors and is it possible to prevent these actions rather than repair them after the fact? Most
research has focused on reacting to vandalism by reverting the changes. By understanding the
motivations of vandals, researchers could explore a more proactive approach to address the issue.

9 GENERAL DISCUSSION

Table 2 summarizes the key insights from our literature review and promising directions for future
research. In the rest of this section, we discuss some of the insights in light of traditional theories
of off-line social behavior and organizations and identify ways to expand these traditional theories
to account for the newer contexts of online collaboration. We focus on the topics of motivation,
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Table 2. Summary of Key Insights and Future Directions

Key Questions (# of
articles reviewed)

Key Insights / Takeaways Future Directions

Who are the editors?
(27)

• Young, male, computer savvy, time online.
• Few (10–18%) female editors.
• Gender gap caused by a hostile culture
with conflict and reverts.
• Under-representation of women leads to
less female-oriented content and bias in
how men and women are portrayed in
articles.

• Study the impact of female editors on
collaboration processes and article
quality.
• Develop and evaluate interventions
to recruit and support female editors.

Whatmotivates the
editors? (12)

• A variety of motivations: intrinsic (fun
and learning), extrinsic (reputation), and
social (altruism, ideology, sense of
community).
• Contribution more often driven by
self-interest, recognition, and social image,
not altruism or ideology.
•Motivations change as editors gain
experiences and focus more on social and
community benefits.

• Need more up-to-date research on
editor motivations now that Wikipedia
is established.
• Need theory to explain how
motivations change over the life cycle
of editors and Wikipedia.
• Need research on how motivations
affect different types of contributions
beyond article editing work.

How do bots affect the
work of editors? (16)

• Different types of bots (generator, fixer,
connector, archiver, protector, advisor, etc.).
• Advisor and task suggestion bots
positively affect editor’s contribution.
• Vandal fighting bots improve article
quality but negatively effect contribution.
Negative effect is less negative with a
longer, more friendly and informative
message.

• Need to study human awareness,
perception, and acceptance of bots.
• Need to study complex interactions
between human editors and bots.
• Need to study algorithm bias and
value-sensitive designs.

How do editors
coordinate their work?
(29)

• Both explicit coordination and implicit
coordination improve article quality.
Explicit coordination is less effective for
articles with many editors than implicit
coordination.
• Talk page discussions dominated by
requests for editing, requests for
information, and references to guidelines
and policies.
• Editors who join WikiProjects shift to
project-related work, maintenance work,
and interactions with project members.

• Need to develop tools to manage task
interdependencies (e.g., reminders to
post on talk pages before making
changes).
• Need to study social dynamics on
talk pages (e.g., how talk page
discussions evolve and how new
editors make sense of talk page
discussions).

What are the
governing rules and
policies? (13)

• Rule-based governance occurs though
policies, guidelines, essays.
• These mechanisms are complex, with
ambiguities around interpretations of
policies and interplay of multiple policies.
• Algorithmic governance with bots is
scalable and key for vandal fighting but
harms participation of new editors and
biased against anonymous and new editors.

• Need to understand the temporal
evolution of policies.
• Need to understand the processes
through which newcomers learn about
policies and develop tools to help new
editors navigate the policies.
• Need research on essays (e.g., their
creation and influence).

(continued)
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Table 2. Continued

Key Questions (# of
articles reviewed)

Key Insights / Takeaways Future Directions

Who are the leaders?
How do they lead? (13)

• Formal roles (e.g., administrators) and
shared leadership by ordinary editors.
• Admins success depends on # of edits,
diverse edits, and edit summary. Harder to
become an admin after 2006 with greater
emphasis on policy and WikiProject edits.
• Positive feedback, directing, and social
exchanges from peer editors increase
contribution; negative feedback reduces it.

• Need more research on what happens
after editors attain admin status.
• Need richer analysis of
communication strategies used by
admins and ordinary editors to
influence other editors.

How do editors manage
and resolve conflict?
(34)

• Conflict arises from both article topics
and the behaviors of editors.
• Conflict negatively affects editors,
especially newcomers and women.
• Controversy prediction requires
combining multiple factors, esp. data from
talk pages and editors’ collaboration
networks.
• Effective conflict resolution requires
community participation, esp. editors who
are familiar with Wikipedia norms.

• Need research on the effects of
conflict on individual editor experience
and article quality.
• Need research on the process of
conflict escalation and resolution, e.g.,
content analysis of talk page
discussion.
• Need to develop tools to intervene
when conflict arises.

How are newcomers
socialized to become
Wikipedians? (21)

• Newcomers are more likely to be reverted.
Being reverted is demotivating, and a
personalized message can mitigate the
effect.
• Personalized tactics are more effective
than standardized tactics, esp. a
personalized message from experienced
editors.
•Most existing socialization programs
failed to increase retention and
contribution, except for Teahouse and the
WikiEd Project.

• Need to further reconcile
Wikipedians born or made debate.
• Need to develop more effective
socialization programs, to balance
tradeoffs between scalability and
personalization, newcomer
socialization and article production,
visibility and psychological safety.
• Develop AI tools to identity and train
good faith newcomers.

What roles do editors
assume and how do
they operate? (11)

• Four common roles: all-round editors /
substantive experts, technical / copy editors,
vandal fighters, and social networkers.
• Articles dominated by all-round
contributors and technical editors achieve
higher quality; importance of roles changes
with articles’ lifecycle.
• Roles at the system level are stable
although many individual editors change
their roles over time.

• Need research on how editors in
different roles perceive and collaborate
with one another.
• Need research on how role-based
behaviors influence article quality.
• Need to develop role-specific tools
and study their impact on
collaboration.

What factors influence
editors’ contribution?
(38)

•Measures of both quantity (edit or word
counts) and quality of contribution (how
long edits persisted through revisions).
• Contributions per editor showed a power
law distribution and a decline in edits by
elite editors’, i.e., “the rise of bourgeoisie.”

• Need more research on the
longitudinal evolution of Wikipedia
and its life cycle.
• Need more research on how editors
choose articles and tasks, e.g., why
some editors work on few articles /
tasks and others work on many.

(continued)
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Table 2. Continued

Key Questions (# of
articles reviewed)

Key Insights/Takeaways Future Directions

• Quantity of contributions influenced by
positive and negative feedback, WikiProject
affiliation, and external events.

What is edit and article
quality? What inputs
and processes affect
quality? (36)

• Factors in machine learning models to
predict quality: article length, # of
references, # of headings, controversy, # of
editors, editors’ past contribution, and
social networks among editors.
• Variables that explain quality: # of edits, #
of editors, editor experiences and roles,
coordination, editors’ relationships.
• Types of vandalism damage: mass
deletion, partial deletion, misinformation,
offensive, spam, nonsense. Most vandalism
is fixed quickly, 42% within one article view.

• Need to develop more transparent
article assessment tools to identify
specific parts of an article that need
improvement.
• Need to understand motivations for
vandalism in order to develop
interventions to proactively identify
and prevent vandalism behaviors.

coordination, leadership, conflict, and newcomer socialization, all of which have been extensively
studied in the context of traditional organizations. We also discuss the implications of the review
for the design of collaborative and social computing systems and Wikipedia research across
disciplines.
In terms of motivation, the three types of motivations—intrinsic, extrinsic, and social—

correspond to motivations identified in the job motivation literature [65, 66, 157]. Some of the
findings seem to be consistent with insights from the motivation literature. For example, the dis-
crepancy between what editors say that motivates them (fun and ideology) and what actually mo-
tivates them (self-benefit and recognition) may be due to the “crowding out” effect of extrinsic mo-
tivation on intrinsic motivation [44]. Meanwhile, the voluntary nature of Wikipedia participation
makes it a good setting to study individual differences in motivations, how individual motivations
evolve over time, and the interplay among various motivations when none dominates the others.
In terms of coordination, a key difference between Wikipedia and traditional organizations

is the lack of managerial oversight to decide who does what, when, where, and how. Instead,
coordination in Wikipedia relies primarily on editors’ ability to see the current state of an article
and their individual decisions about what voluntary actions they should take to improve the
product. Our review highlights a few coordination mechanisms to facilitate communication
among editors and to match editors to various articles and tasks (e.g., WikiProject and Collabo-
rations of the Week). To improve coordination among editors, we can borrow insights from the
traditional coordination literature. For example, common ground and shared mental models can
lead to positive team processes and outcomes (e.g., [32, 119]). Future research could explore the
development of tools to facilitate common ground and shared knowledge among editors, e.g.,
providing new editors contextual information related to the section they are editing. Automated
Tools can also help monitor the number of editors who work on an article at any time and provide
recommendations or warnings about potential coordination conflict, costs, or pitfalls.
In terms of leadership, a key difference between Wikipedia and traditional organizations is

the importance of informal shared leadership among editors. Although the traditional literature
on leadership in off-line organizations has acknowledged the role of shared leadership [221], it
primarily focuses on traits of good leaders, different types of leadership styles such as transac-
tional and transformational, leader-member exchanges, and so on. In contrast, the Wikipedia
literature focuses more on leadership as a behavior, instead of status or power. The traditional
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leadership literature can benefit from research on Wikipedia, especially in understanding the
member behaviors associated with shared leadership and their effectiveness [106, 221].

The traditional literature on conflict has focused on various types of conflict (e.g., task conflict
or relationship conflict), the impact of conflict on team performance, and conflict resolution theo-
ries such as communication strategies and mediation to resolve conflict. In contrast, theWikipedia
literature has focused on measuring and predicting conflict as well as mechanisms for conflict res-
olution. One common pattern across the two contexts is the negative impact of conflict—both task
and relationship conflict [41]. Research in traditional teams also suggests that the negative associ-
ation between task conflict and team performance is weaker when task conflict and relationship
conflict are weakly, instead of strongly, correlated [41]. Hence, task conflict that does not esca-
late to relationship conflict causes less harm. A great benefit of studying conflict in Wikipedia is
that compared to traditional organizations, Wikipedia maintains a mostly complete record of the
communication and work artifacts associated with the conflict. This allows for a deeper and more
dynamic study of the sources, escalation and consequences of conflict. On the other hand, organiza-
tions can learn fromWikipedia in using automated tools to identify potential conflict, by analyzing
electronic communication such as e-mails, instant messaging, and video conferencing transcripts.
Automated tools can use the information to provide coaching and guidance to employees.

The traditional literature on newcomer socialization has examined socialization as both formal
and informal learning and as a long-term process with various stages, contents, and effects. In tradi-
tional organizations, there are different socialization tactics such as institutionalized (collective and
sequential content) versus individualized (individual and random content) [88]. Successful social-
ization occurs if the newcomer becomes committed and satisfied with organizational membership,
conforms to its culture, and performs well. Some of the tactics may shed light on Wikipedia social-
ization, such as having newcomers go through socialization collectively, instead of individually.
This may explain the success of the Wiki Ed Project in which students go through socialization
in cohorts [114]. Meanwhile, our review suggests that newcomers often do not have time to go
through a lengthy socialization process. The three tradeoffs we identified between scalability and
personalization, human capital and production, visibility, and psychological safety hopefully can
inform development of future socialization programs.
Most of the research we reviewed focused on Wikipedia as a self-contained platform and did

not consider the ecosystem in which Wikipedia operates, especially the rise of popular social me-
dia platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, and many others. Most of these
platforms started around 2004–2006, one or two years preceding the decline in the number of
Wikipedia editors. Besides the popularity of bots, the rise of many other social media platforms
may be another important reason behind Wikipedia’s decline. The organizational ecology litera-
ture [74, 181] and the research on platform competition [156] both provide valuable insights to
better understand external forces that might have contributed to the decline. As an early mover
among the social media platforms, Wikipedia enjoyed an early mover advantage for several years
and attracted a critical mass of contributors. The emergence of later andmore popular social media
platforms competed with Wikipedia for a limited contributor base [181], which exacerbated the
challenge of recruiting and retaining new editors. However, these thoughts about the role of the
social media ecosystem are only speculation and rigorous empirical studies are needed to test and
confirm our proposition.
Our review highlights several key lessons for building successful online collaboration projects.

It is important to appeal to multiple motivations, e.g., opportunities for learning, helping, and
socializing, and to attract volunteers with diverse backgrounds. It is important to have effective
governance, leadership, and mechanisms to coordinate collective efforts, socialize newcomers, and
resolve conflict. In an era of rampant disinformation on other social media, Wikipedia is able to
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remain a trusted information source because of shared values among many editors (e.g., NPOV),
policies requiring information come from trusted sources, a social and technical infrastructure that
allows individual editors to identify and repair errors, and policies and governance structures that
help editors handle inevitable conflict. It is also important to deploy tools such as bots to augment
human efforts, although such tools may have unintended consequences and need to be designed
around human values.
In addition, we have two high-level observations about the challenges of designing collabo-

rative and social computing systems in general. The first challenge is the tension and interplay
between system designs and emergent behaviors, which jointly shape the processes and outcomes
of Wikipedia collaboration. In other words, collective human behaviors are driven not only by
system designs (e.g., talk pages and administrator roles) but also by the emergence of autonomous
human behaviors (e.g., discussions on the talk pages and shared leadership). The goal of designing
such systems should not be to control human behaviors, but rather to enable and facilitate desir-
able human behaviors. The second challenge is the tradeoffs involved in making design decisions,
such as balancing the goals of protecting Wikipedia from vandalism and misinformation with the
goal of socializing and retaining new editors.
Finally, although the primary focus of our review is on editors’ behavior and collaboration pro-

cesses, there are many other important issues related to Wikipedia, such as understanding reader
behaviors and consumption dynamics by analyzing page views and click stream data, exploring
the roles of links and images in collaboration processes, and using Wikipedia articles as training
data for large language models. While these issues are beyond the scope of our work, they deserve
their own reviews in future research.
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